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RPOA &City Manager Forces Chief Carroll Out
The Black Voice New.<
RIVERSIDE

By Mary Shelton

When seven ,community and
religious leaders walked into City
Hall last Friday to meet with City

Manager, John Holmes, they
believed they still had time to stop
an injustice in its tracks. Instead,
they were informed that Chief Jerry
Carroll had announced his
resignation earlier that morning.
And when seven men walked out

of the conference room, the anger, body of a young Black women
the frustration and sadness on their sleeping in her aunt's car, shots
faces and. laced in their words which changed the moral direction
reverberated throughout the lobby of a city forever. Yet, as Jesse
as it hlls Riverside. Ever since Wilson, president of the Tyisha
those shots which were heard • Miller Steering Committee said,
around the world were fired into the
Continued on Page 8-10
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City Manager John Holmes, Councitmember Ameal Moore, Javier Rosales and Rev.
Paul S. Munford
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Riverside AME Church Target-of Hate Crime

The Black Voice News
RIVERSIDE

Hate Crimes on Black
Churches Hit Inland Area

Pastor Alvin Smith said plans are
underway to stage a solidarity service at
Allen Chapel A .M .E, possibly as soon
asJao.17.
"There is no evidence the attack was
racially motivated nor was it the result
of Pastor 'Egson's involvement with the
... Tyisha Miller Steering Committee,"
Smith said. "But it talces a sick mind to
stoop so low as to defile God's House."
"We want to bring the A.M.E .
churches together for a so lidarity
meeting to assure the Allen Chapel
A.M.E members we are behind them,"
Smith said. "A lot of t he older
members are upset and frightened and
rightfully so."
Smith said a similar attack took place
against a Baptist church in Redlands
and is alanned by the frequency of hate
crimes against Black churches.
"This attack should be a walce up ca11
for the Black community, especially
Black churches within the Inland
Empire," Smith said. " Our days of
picking cotton are over with ..... It is
time to come together."
At press time, Egson said the City of
Riverside is offering a reward for
informatioh leading to the conviction of
the perpetrators.

I:).

By Ja-Von Ryan

Riverside's community leaders expressed
surprise and sadness over the recent
resignation of Riverside Police Chief Jerry
Carroll.
Pastor Jesse Wilson who chairs the Tyisha
Miller Steering Committee blamed lack of
support within the city's administration as
the prime reason Carroll _tendered his
resignation.
"I didn 't think he had intentions of
resigning, " Wilson said. " I'm sure it was
the lack of support by the city council, city
attorney and city manager to help him
(Carroll) make "the necessary changes that
brought it on," he said.
Carroll took heavy criticism last year
when he fired the four White _officers
involved in the senseless shooting of Tyisha
Miller on December 28, 1998.
Wilson said that coupled with Ri'verside
City Manager John Holmes recent effort to
come to a settlement with seven white
officers who filed charges against Carroll
after he promoted two non-White officers

The -Black Voic; News
RIVERSIDE

By Ja-Von Ryan

Allen Chapel African Methodist
Episc pal Church in Riverside, whose
congregation is predominately AfricanAmerican, was the target of what Pastor
Sherrnella Garrett-Egson called a "hate
crime".
According to Egson, the attack
occurred betwee n 5 and 6: 15 p.m
Friday when unknown assailants
climbed the church fence and broke the
windsheild of the church van, threw a
brick and another object through the
sanctuary's stained glass window and
then doused the double doors of the
Gasoline was poured on the front doors of Allen Chapel.
church entrance with gasoline.
Egson believes that if her husband,
initially, citing that in most hate crime
Egson said church officia\s are still
Rev. John Egson, and the church choir instances some insignia or s'yrrtbol is
awaiting an estimate on the church van
director had not arrived when they did left to attribute the attack to.
and sanctuary windows. She believes
and one White female officer to the rank of the assailants would have set the doors
l
Egson
said,
"I
don
't
know
the
n,ind
of
the doors will need to be replaced
lieutenant. The officers contended they•
on fire.
the
person
who
did
this.
I
feel
it
was
which could cost the church an
were not promoted because they were
The Riverside police officers who
White. Both Native American Alex Tortez
because our pame easily says who we estimated $4000.
and Hispanic Ron Orentia are nearly 30 reyponded to the car were reluctant to are, 'African."'
The attack sent shockwaves
· classify the attack as a hate crime
year veterans of the force.
"A hate crime isn't based on whether a throughout Southern California AME
On Tuesday, Holmes announced he was
swastika or any other symbol is left churches and St. Paul A.M.E Church
iending settlement talks with the officers.
behind," fgson said. " It has to be
I "At the time of his (Carroll) resignation,
looked upon as a hate crime because the
\ffolmes was in the process of promoting
actions certainly aren't an act of love."
ilhose officers which was clearly
The Black \41ice News
.
Egson should know. She retired from
RIVERSIDE
undermining his (Carroll) authority .... he
the Los Angeles Police Department's By Cheryl Brown
couldn't accept that," said Wilson.
detective bureau in the late 1970s.
Wilson does not believe interim police
chief Mike Smith is the answer to the
"I am not ready to talk about the
The Tyisha Miller Steering Committee
Riverside police department's woes.
actions the city said they will take in went to the Riverside City Council to
"They need to bring a police chief from
this matter but I am pleased at their protest the forced resignation of Police
the outside and encourage him to make a
Chief Jerry Carroll.
position in this matter," Egson said.
wholesale housecleaning effort within that
They protested City Manager John
Egson said her husband saw a
department," 'Wilson said. " Police chiefs in
Holmes
' negotiating with the seven White
suspicious vehicle leaving the area
this city .for years have had an ongoing
officers
who filed discrimination charges
upon their arrival but were unable to get
problem getting support from their
with the city because Carroll promoted two
a license plate number or clear
command staff..... whoever comes in should
Photo b~ Willie Hoyrst
minorities, Ron Orentia and Alex Tortez
description of the vehicle.
·
take the stance that if anyone in the
City Manager John Holmes
(Native American) and a White female
department doesn't like his policies they are
Toxic fumes from fluid on the door Charlie Meredith to lieutenant. Both Ron have accepted his resignation nor· should
free to leave."
caused the fire department to evacuate and Orentia have been in the department they have appointed the interim from
Riverside attorney Jack Clark who heads
within the department. They urged them to
one hotJr into the s~rvice and ho one has close to 30 years each.
the Riv~rside Police Use Of Force Review
'been able to work at the church
The passionate spokespersons, one after go· outside for a chief. They also protested
Panel called Carroll's resignation
Vandalized windshield of church van
throughout the week.
another, told the council they should not
unfortunate.
Continued on Page 8. "I believe Chief Carroll is a man of great
principles and he is a ·s killed police
administrator," Clark said. " He seemed to
care what happened in regards to The Black Voice News
Penrod an ultimatum, "E ither Tyisha Miller. The Riverside President Bill Rhetts to Penrod December 28, 1998, Officers Paul
community concerns and I am saddened by
RIVERSIDE
Bugar has got to go or Penrod has Police Officers Association was so said " .... Paul did nothing wrong on Bugar and Don Hotard of the
his departure."
to go, we (ministerial alliance and angry that they shaved their heads the night of December 28, Riverside Police Department shot
By Cheryl Brown
Pastor Shermella Garrett-Egson , a
community groups) feel there is in protest. This action and the 200 1998 ... Having said that , you and killed a criminal suspect in
member of the Tyisha Miller Steering
Fifty protesters kept their not enough room for both."
strong march on city hall protested obviously knew beforehand that seff-defense after she mad e
Committee said she bad a feeling the promise to Sheriff Gary Penrod
Turner continued, "the sheriff is the eminent firing.
you would be criticized for hiring multiple attempts to arm herself
pressure exerted on Carroll within the city and returned for a rally at his elected and B ugar is a
"San Bernardino is in danger Paul yet you still chose to hire with a loaded semi-automatic
administration would eventually end in facility last Thursday. Seven times probationary employee, he can be with Bugar being a dispatcl\er. him ... " Rhetts thanked and
handgun while the officers stood
Carroll's resignation.
• around the front of the station was terminated without cause."
The good ol ' boys network is commended Penrod for standing less than a foot away. The
"I knew he wouldn't survive the .fallout what they did following the rally.
Bu gar was fired from the working, the Riverside union got up. Paul is a man of character and shooting occurred while the
from firing the four officers and I think the Just as the walls came down in Riverside Police Department for him that job and continues to
integrity and compassion.
officers were acting within the
reason was not so much the public pressure Jerrica so will they fall down using poor judgement and support him," said Rev. Bernell
Rev. Tumer disagrees, he cited a course and scope of their duties as
that got to him as did . the internal around the Sheriff's department.
concocting an unreasonable and Butler.
claim filed· November JO, 1999 by police officers."
pressure...... that police department is so
Rev. Raymond Turner gave dangerous plan in the shooting of
A letter written by ROPA Vice Bugar and Hotard that said, "On
Continued on Page 8-11
political," Egson said.
.
\
"He was handcuffed in a sense, the
politics wouldn't allow him to do an
,
effective job because he was constantly
The Black Voice News
Affairs
are
is
taking
place
in
Palm
Springs,
have
McCloud-Russell
as
the
'.fhursday
lunch features West
being undermined within the Riverside
PALM SPRINGS
headline
California,
January
12-16
at
the
keynote
speaker.
.
police force itself," Egson said.
Contlnijed on Page 8-11
speakers for Wyndham Hotel.
Congress woman
Juanita
"Mike Teer looks at the Riverside police
the National
A prayer breakfast will kick- ·Rev. Al Sharpton Returns to Inland Empire
chief's position as a challenge. It is no Millender-McDonal.d, Rev.
newspaper
off
.the conference with Rev. The Black Voice News
visit during the one year
win situation. "No one won, not the police Carolyn Tyler Guidry, · Los
RIVERSIDE/SAN BERNARDINO
Publisher's
Guidry. Workshops include new
commemoration of Miller but will
chief, not RPOA, and not the community."
Angeles Presiding Elder in -the
Teer looks at the community through AME Church, Patricia McCloud ,,
.. ,- f
Association's NNPA
projects,
desktop
Rev. Al Sharpton will make his keep his promise to return.
realtor's eyes. "We want our community to • Russell, Motivational Speaker,
Sharpton has kept a pulse on
Rev. Carolyn Tyler Mid-Winter
publishing with Lee Riigin and rescheduled appointment to return
be perceived as being stable. But the Corne! West, Professor and
Guidry
Conference . online publishing with Joseph to Riverside and now San what is ·happening in the Inland
negative reports seem to stem from poor author and Secretary Togo West, The
conference
entitled · Loeb of Breakway Technologies. Bernardino on January 29-30, Empire in police brutality cases.
judgement or insensitivity.
He will speak at a local church
"Logging
Into
the
21st
Century"
The Friday night Martin 2000. He had to postpone his
U.S. Secretary of Veteran
t b
d

City Council Hears Protests of Resignation

Protesters Continue Protest on Hiring of Bugar

.

Newspaper Publishers Converge in Palm Springs for Conference
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To Be Equal

EDITORIAL
John Holmes Must Go
"The lack of words from Riverside City Hall leaders has been
deafening," stated Dr. Jesse Wilson Pastor of Kansas SDA
Church, at a recent press conference. This statement rings
very true as it relates to the shooting death of Tyisha Miller on
December 28,1998 by four White polise officers. The sound
has been quite different from Jerry Carroll, Chief of police,
who recently submitted his resignation from lack of support
from John Holmes, City Manager and the entire City Council.
In a written statement Ameal Moore, City Councilman of the
2nd Ward reluctantly states that Carroll was pressured out. It
is a very sad day in Riverside when a man is forced out of his
job for doing the right thing.
One mistake Carroll made was firing police officers who had
demonstrated a lack of mental capacity to make sound
judgment. Another mistake was when he decided to promote
~ White woman, a Native American and a Hispanic whom were
~II very well qualified. One other mistake was to· meet with
i,lembers of the Hispanic and African American community.
l'hese three things made some White, skinhead shaven males
in the department so angry, they retaliated by filing a reverse
discrimination suit, creating a backlash against the Chief,
citing the recently passed Proposition 209. Until that time, the
Chief had promoted over twenty-five White officers, two
Hispanics, and not one Black person. As a matter of fact, the
now command staff member, Captain Dana's daughter was
promoted, as were several husband and wife, daughter and
son combinations. The reason these White males did not file
Qefore was because it was family members receiving the
Rromotions.
:: These same White male officers went to John Holmes, City
IOanger, without the permission of their boss Chief Carroll and
fhe conversation could have gone like this: " Hey John
Holmes "The Price is Right--- Let's make A Deal. John you are
White, we are White, the chief is White, but he appears to
want to be fair and award promotions to these minorities; say
~ohn Holmes, we will drop our suit if you take the positions
lrom the minorities and give them to us. And, for the record,
l'm sure the mayor and city council will support this
arrangement. John Holmes probably said, " this sounds like a
winner to me. You have a deal. Let me draft everything up
Bf1d get rid of the Chief on Friday and your promotions will be
t.esdy Monday. "
:: Before Monday could arrive, the community was outraged
over this Loony Toon arrangement from John Holmes. The
c:,ecent White people of the community voiced outrage over
t:tiis racist move by Holmes and the police officers
~ssociation. It is heart warming to hear from the community
tttat they will not stand by and see this gross injustice carried
~ut. Still the city leadership has remained silent on the
~ehavior of its employee John Holmes. Four to seven
members of the council who protect Holmes are just as guilty
~f racial discrimination as Holmes is and they all need to
v:acate their office. The city council must restore some sense
of management control over t his city by terminating John
Holmes as City Manager. It was John Holmes who hired the
$315 dollar an hour public relations firm . It was John Holmes
W)lo directed that the Black Voice News stands be removed
ff.om the streets after the Mayor had given his word and
negotiations were ongoing. It was Holmes who terminated
most of the Blacks working in City Hall using the excuse of a
budget problem. Now that the crises is over, he is not
negotiating with them because of their discrimination
charges, instead he is settling with seven White men who got
mad that two minorities were promoted. I'm almost certain
now that it was John Holmes who wanted Grams Bar•b•que to
relocate off Mission Inn Ave. Many issues can now be traced
.back to the city manager's office. It is now up to the City
Council and Mayor, the elected body of the city, to act in the
b;st interest of the city. While you are sweeping city hall, get
ri~ of City Attorney Stan Yamamoto. He gave the legal advice
to, allow Holmes to do what he has done. Help Riverside live
up to its potential and to the All American City designation.
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Huge B. Price

By Flugh B. Price
Natio.n al Urban League President/

(Guest Columnist)
By James T. McLawhom
President and Chief Executive
Columbia Vrba~ League
Yo u mi g ht · thin k th ere's no
connection between the glittering,
and moving, Year 2000 celebrations
that surged around the globe January
l like a joyous tidal wave, and the
campaign a broad-based coalition is
wagi ng in the stale of S o uth
Carolina to remove the battle flag of
the Confederacy from the flying
over the state ·capitol building.
The former is about the present
and fu ture; the latter about the longago past, right?
Such thinki ng couldn ' t be more
wrong.
Both events are connected because
the fui\ potential of the future--for a
state, a region, and a nation--can' t
be realized today unless the past is
faced honestly.
Th at 's why the Urban League is
co-sponsorin g the "rally for unity"
urging the Confede rate bann er 's
removal that will be hdd at the

Facing The Past -- And The Future
South Carol ina State Capitol in
Columbia January 17--appropriatcly,
the Martin Luther King, Jr. national
holiday.
As my colleague, Hugh B. Price,
president of the Na ti o nal Urban
L e ag ue, pe rce pt ively noted, the
communicati o ns satellites and
television cameras that encircled the
earth New Year's Eve made it clear
that the phrase, "global village" isn' t
an abstrac t idea. It's a vivid and
irreversible reality.
Nowhere was that reality more
dramatically displayed than inside
the borders of thi s co untry,
especia lly in Ne w York 's Times
Square.
Th; rc, as Hu gh wrote , " two
milli o n me llow people of a ll
complexions shared time and space
a nd hi story with scarcely a cross
word or a scuffle. No other nation
whi ch celebrated that night could
boast of the diversity on display all
across America. New Year 's Eve
reminded America of what can be-·
if only we'll all work at it together."
That's what we' re trying to do in
So uth Carolina--work together at
making South Carolina what it can
be: a state that is an economically
prosperous part of the global village,
and a morally just part of the human
community.
F o r both things to happen, the
battle flag of the Confederacy has to
co me down from its prominent
position atop the state capitol dome
a nd throug hout the legislature 's
chambers.
T he reason is th at , fo r a ll the
romantic notions some continually
try to attribute to thi s a nd other
Confederate banners, it remains the
symbol of a rebelli on built upon

racial slav.ery and a virulent
antipathy to democracy.
:J'he facts of Confederate hiscory
and the language of such documents
as the Confederate Constitution of
1861 are irrefutable proof.
The battle flag of the Old
Confederacy also symbolizes what
occurred in. the South after the Civil
War: The triumph of the doctrine of
White Supremacy produced an allencompassing web of discrimination
which barred blacks from pursuing
the American Dream to the best of
their abilities.
In short, the flag, which has flown
atop che capitol since 1962, is one of
the remnants of the past that South
Carolina, which , admirably, has
made so muc h progress, must
address.
The "we" who think so are not just
civil rights groups, but members of
religious and ci vie organizations,
news pap er
columnists
and
ed itorialists, and prom inent
businesses, business groups and
business le aders throughout the
State.
Indeed, two former South Carolina
governors, Robert McNair and John
West, along with 48 of the 67 living
members of the South Carolina
General Asse mbly who voted in
1962 to place the battle flag on the
State Capitol , have vigorously urged
its removal.
Some hav e deni grated the
necessary call this summer by the
National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People for
an economic boycott of the state
until that occurs .
But, in fa ct, the comme nts of
business leaders make clear that
they kn o w a parti a l economic

boycott of the state by national and
multinational corporations was
already in effect.
"Gl o balization," is one reaso n
why.
That
intense , unforgiving
economic force is all a bout
integration--about maximizing the
combined talents and efforts of an
entire pool of people. Companies,
states, regions and nations that cling
to past practices--and symbols of
past practices-- of exc lusio n are
going to suffer.
That 's reality, not po lemi cs.
Government officials and business
and co rporate leaders in So uth
Carolina, induding those of the
South Carolina Chambe r of
Comm erce, and else where have
made the point loud and clear.
As Bernard E. Powers, a professor
o f h is tory at the College o f
Charleston recently told the New
York Times, " You can ' t go o n
celebrating the o ppress ion o f
African Americans and expect to
attract outside dollars and corporate
interest."
But, as John S. Rainey, a
prominent Republican and former
chairman of South Carolina's stateowned water and electric utility,
reminded the newspaper's reporter,
"I think this is abo ut more than
money. It 's about doi ng the right
thing, the honorable thing. There is
a sea cha nge going on in So uth
Carolina, an awakening to what we
can be if we really start tackling the
old, hard issues."
That kind of thinking--which the
/
current controversy has shown to be
widespre ad in South Carolina-comes from looking to the future.

BVN Readers S,p eak Out: What's On Your Mind?
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Sin ce the> , tOpJ?'ling of le gal
segregation the spectacular rise of a
wea lthier, better-educated, and
m o r e upwardly m o bile Blac k
middle c lass , they say, is
convincing proof that Blacks have
gone far in shaking loose the· legacy
of slavery. They also raise these
tro ubl es ome qu e stions on the
reparations issue.
Whit e liability. The U. S.
go ve rnment , corporations, and
religious groups have been fingered

A~

Family Talks

Earl Ofari Hutchinson

By Earl Ofari Hutchinson

In December th e Dall as C ity
Co un c il a pproved a resolution
aski ng Co ngress to set up a
commission to study the feasibility
of paying reparations to the Black
desce ndan ts of th e v ic ti ms of
slavery. The bill authored by House
Democrat John Conyers, Jr. would
a ll ocate $8 million to fund the
Joseph A. Bailey, II M.D.
commission.
The city council's endorsement
Like p eoples of any c ulture,
of the bill drew the instant wrath of
Afro-Americans are stimulated
the White council members.
to
pride by being able to refer to
They clai med that the reparations
their
ancestors as distinguished
issue is to murky and messy, will
deepen racial fa ult lines, demonize in achie vements. By contl1:).st, a
the federal government, dredge up c ru sh i n g blow that leaves an
a long by-gone past that should be e motion a l scar within the
buried, unfai rly compare the plight feeling s of colored kids occurs
of blacks with other victim groups after they complete the assigned
that have received reparations, and c ourse of U .S. history. They
ig nores th e hu ge econo m ic a nd
find that not one word of cre dit
social gains blacks have made since
i s g iven to and nothing
slavery. T he s lim majority of the
council that passed the resolution· favora ble is hinted at about their
dismissed these objections. But the foreparents . Thu s, they la ck
reasons th e co unci l me mbe rs a n y thing to gr a b hold o f .
o bj ecte d to it can ' t easily be D espite the sile nce of history
dismissed.
b o o ks, Afro-Am e ric an foreT hey, li ke ma ny Americans, pare nts we re the most patrio tic
br is tl e a t th e no tio n of pay ing of patriots, among the bravest of
Blacks for slavery. They fervently soldiers, and w ere the faithful
be lieve that the passage of three
producers of the young nation's
civil r ig hts bill s, numerous
w ea lth . The faithfuln ess of
affirmative action statutes, piles of
· court decisions that guarantee civil t h ese sl a ve s, who se · g re at
rig hts and civi l
li be rti es achie vem ents were either ne ver
pro tec ti o ns,
a
tep id rec ord e d , w e re lo s t , or
acknowledgment from Clinton that q estroyed , itself possesses a
sl~very was wrong, and massive lofty me rit and beauty.
goverl'\ment Spending on busi ness,
T he g reatest accomplishme nts .
edu cati o n, housi ng, he alt h a nd we re made by slaves who u·s ed
social programs for Blacks have . all their wits for surviv a l, for
do ne much to right th e his toric
atte mpts to make their lot easier
injusti~e of slavery and its legacy.
in bondage, and for obtaining

as prime c ulprits in maintiuning
slavery and therefo re, reparations
proponents insist, they must pay.
While the U.S . government
e ncoded
slavery
in
the
C onstitution , and protected and
nourished it for a century, it also
waged the civ i l war that cost
thousands of white lives, and
ultimately ended slavery. Northern
industrialists supplied weapons and
finan cing for the war, and many
white churches ;elentlessly called

for the total destruction of slavery.
Moreover, the millions of E uropean
immigrants came to Americ a
decades after the Civil War ended
and slavery was formally abolished
in 1865. They derived no tangible
economic benefits from it.
Money and consequences . No
one has yet come up with a credible
sum that sh o uld be pai d, nor a
method to pay it for slavery. If the
U.S. government is indeed liable
C ontinued on Page B-10

1600's - 1700's Afro-American
Achievements
their freedo m in the face of
over-whelming obstacles. From
a
p lace
of
profound
appreciation, I s alute e ach of
them! Perhaps the beginning of
survtv1ng the humiliating
conditions of slavery came in
slaves finding some degree of
pleasure in dancin g, s inging,
and story te lling. Eac h of these
was c h aracteri zed by dist.i ncl
artistic expressions--expressions
that have had an enduring
influence on American life to
this day. Negro spirituals rank
as classical displays of the
Negroes'
e xp e rie nce.
Furthe rmore, they we re ofte n
sung as hidden messages to help
slaves escape. T he words in
one spiritual : " Everybody
talkin 'bout heaven ain ' t going
there" is something for all of us
to really think about.
Uncle Remus stories are based
upon Afric an fabl es, with
animals a s charac te rs --a long
tradition in Africa. The father
o f these fabl e s w as the
Egyptian, Aesop (620 B.C.).
H e was c rippled, c on s id e r e d
ugly, and had no educatio n .
Yet, HE KNEW A GREAT

DEAL ABOUT P.EOPLE
AND THE WAY THEY
BE HAVE. Because fa bles
illustr ate human fault s a nd
virtues, Afro-Ame rican slaves
used them as a teaching tool for
the ir kids. F ables also presented
a wide range of qualities -humor, tragedy, and morals--in

work songs, ballads a nd blues.
It is fru strating to try to pick
out of a hat the size of a ship a
handful of distingui shed Negro
names of the l 700's--all equa lly
qualified.
N e ve rth e less,
THOMAS FULLER; called
"the Virginia C a lculator," .was a
math e mati c al
g enius -manipulating numbers in his
head faster than whites c ould .
figure those numbers on paper.
Given the opportunity of
improv e ment, h e wou-ld ha ve
been on par with Newton ,
PHYLLIS WEATLEY (1 7531784) , a literary g enius, was
a ble to read intelligently at age
8 the most difficult parts of the
Bible . She became skille d in
poetry, history, and Latin to the
point that her tran s lation of
Ovid's Stories we re published in
English
m agaz ines .

BENJAMIN

BANNEKER

(1731-1 8 04) w as a world
r ecognize d
ge n m s
in
Astronomy, Scie nce, a nd
Mathe matic s . In a ss oc iation
with be ing allowed schooling,
his love of books was so g rea t
that HE STUDIED WHILE
OTHER KIDS PLAYED. In
179 2, h e publish e d th e firs t
American Almanac and was the
first of all Americans to make a
clock. He mastered 5 diffe rent
language s and w a s o n th e
commission that surveye d a nd
la id out Washington, D .C .
Joseph A. Bailey, II, ;M.D

I ••
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Stat1s today - Shop 10am-9pm*

25-50% off
·tor her

.

'

■

Careercollecuons
• Casual collections
■ Dresses, suits
& coats
■ Sportswear for
misses, petites
&Macy Woman
■ Sportswear &
dresses for juniors

25-50% off
tor him
• Knit & woven
sportshirts
• Fall sweaters
• Suits, sportcoats
& trousers
• Dress & casual
business shirts
■ Ties
• Shirts & pants
for young men
• Dress & casual
shoes
1• Oute,wear

..

25-50% off

25-50% off

Famous maker
sportswear for her

Young Collector
sportswear for her

Save on tops, sweaters, skirts, pants and more.
For misses and petites. Orig. $14-$350, sale 6.99-262.50

Save on career and casual collections including tops,
sweaters, skirts, pants and more. Orig. $14-$80, sale 6.99-$60

25-50% off

25-50% off

Dresses, suits
& winter coats for her

Sportswear
for petites

For misses, petites and women. Choose from assorted styles from
many of your favorite makers. Orig. $68-$529, sale 47.60-$329

Save on tops, sweaters, skirts, pants and more.
Orig. $16-$450, sale $12-337.50

/

25-50% off

25-50% off

Sportswear for ,
Macy Woman

Sportswear & dresses
for juniors

Save on tops, sweaters, skirts, pants and more.
Orig. $18-$438, sale 12.99-328.50

Save on fall and holiday jackets, sweaters, tops, pants,
dresses and more. Orig. $12-$140, sale 5.99-104.99

25-50% off

25-50% off

Knit & woven fall
sportshirts for him

Fall sweaters
& outerwear for him

Save on knit and woven fall sportshirts from Crossings
and Chereskin. Orig. $22-$48, sale 14.99-29.99

Sweaters, orig. $35-$70, sale 17.50-44.99
Outerwear, orig. $85-$475, sale $59-$329

25-50% off

25-50% off

Suits, sportcoats
& trousers for him

New reductions on
dress shirts & ties for him

New reductions on styles in our Tailored Clothing department.
Orig. $95-$795, sale $47-$559

Save on dress and casual business shirts and ties from many of
your favorite makers. Orig. 29.50-49.50, sale 19.99-$37

25-50% off

.,
.' •

25-50% off

New reductions on
·fashions for young men

Fall & holiday
fashions for kids

Excludes Levi's<!> and Ameri~an designer collections.
Orig. $10-$54, sale $5-40.50

Save on tops, sweaters, denim, playwear and more. For infants,
toddlers, girls 4-16 and boys 4-7. Reg./orig. $7-$132, sale 3.50-$66

*

',

. -~

.

,

..

'

...•

....

... ,

Find even more online, www.macys.com

J

•

·Hours exceptions: Macy's Plaza 10am-6:30pm. Union Square 1oam-8pm. Beverly center, Dallas, ~I Amo, Glendale, Houston, Mall of ~rica, Soutll Coast Plaza and Valley Fair 10am-9:30pm. Sale merchandise is from specially selected groups unless identified as "all." Sale prices may include
reductions taken from regular stock, plus clearance/closeout items, Intermediate mar1<downs may have been taken. Advertised items may not be available in every store. Price reductions do not apply to Macy's By Mail catalogs or matyl,.com purchases. Original, clearance, closeout, permanently
or Just reduced items will remain at a reduced price after this event. Only, value, everyday, special purchase and now prices also will remain in effect after the event. Clearance, closeout and special purchase merchandise is available while supplies last.
Regular and origl(lal prices are offering prices and may not have resulted in actual sales. No mail or phone orders. Extra savings taken off clearance/sale prices. Extra savings and regular/sale prices in effect through January 15.

\

'

•Financial
• Real Estate
• Lifestyles .

:B US ·INES S
· The Black Voice News

Coordinate
Coordinate student exchange program part time from home.
Work with exchange students, host families, schools. Call
1/888-PALS 751.
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Owning APiece of the Vision Theatre Complex
Complex, which could very well
change the "face" of Leimert
The Community Financial Park forever within the next five
Investment Groups Association years.
"The Black community needs to
(C.F.I.G.) recently announced
that it will actively pursue the own the Vision Theatre," stated
purchase of the Vision Theatre Ms. Pierce, C.F.I.G .'s Founder,
Complex by structuring a special "because it can become a major
and
"Project Vision" Watts Credit Entertainment Venue
Union Account which will be incubator for developing and
used to accumulate the $3 million displaying our community ' s
necessary to purchase and · creative talents -- both young and
renovate the historical property old!"
Individual community members
located in Leimert Park Village, a
key cultural and entertainment can purchase "Vision Vouchers"
hub for African Americans in Los costing $5.00 each from C.F.I.G.
Angeles.
Information has When the targeted $1.8 million
recently been received that" (appraised value) is accumulated
another cultural group has in the Credit Union Account and
' already placed a serious bid with the property deed is acquired, the
the bank for the Vision Theatre members will be notified and
The Black Voice News

LOS ANGELES

specifying the total units they
own in the project. Afterwards,
they will receive regular
newsletter updates as to the
progress of "Project Vision."
Ms. Pierce further expressed, "I
hope that the community does not
miss this tremendous opportunity
to collectively putchase a major
community property and then
enhance it with state-of-the-art
equipment and new media
techno~ogy, so that we can
continuously create our own
marketable, positive videos and
films that will continually enrich
our lives economically as a
community, and also culturally, as
a race. Of course, the plan is to
utilize the property to display .
Black
talent,
but
more
importantly
we
want
to
train
and
.
... ..
,:

develop Black talent through the
incubation process so that
creative Blacks can learn how to
turn their talents into dollars
using proven self-employment
techniques. With this special
trammg they can support
themselves with their talents ,
rather than by having to work
"odd jobs" for survival, or live off
the financial "kindness" of family
and friends. This can truly
become a welcomed exciting
"Economic Adventure" for us
all!"
For more information on joining
Community Financial Investment
Groups and how to participate
with "Project Vision," call (323)
299- 3297, or visit C.F.I.G.'s
website
at

''

Photo by W. Darrow Fiedler

Visions Theater

place in and around Riverside this
past week.
.
On Friday morning, the Census
2000 Office officially opened with
Rev. Shermella Garrett-Egson of
Allen Chapel acting as the
moderator. Mayor Loveridge_gave
words
of
welcome
and
Congressman Ken Calvert
addressed those in attendance
about the importance of the census
· to the community. We as a
community MUST be counted .
Many funding opportunities along
with the reapportioning of a new
voting area could be effected.
Ardess Lilly, who is the
administrator of the local census
office, and I had an opportunity_to
have lunch last week.
We
discussed some of the many ideas
that he has concerning the local
community involvement with the
Bureau of the Census. BAPAC
(B lack American Political
Association of California) will be
playing a large part as one of✓the
designated "Complete Count
Committees."
The local BAPAC c hapter will
be involved with the Youth
Ambassador Program and our
main concern will be the youth
outreach and education of their
peers.
If you know of someone looking
for an opportunity· to work part
time, you might give the local
census office a call. Anyone over
the age of 18 is being encouraged
to contact them at (909) 276-6911.
From my understanding there is
a lso full time e mployment
available.
The Allen Chapel AME
Celestial Choir is presenting Rev.
John McReynolds, Pastor of the
Second Baptist Church of Santa
Ana on Sunday, January 23 at 3:30
in the afternoon.
R e v.
McReynolds will brin g hi s
congregation along as he gives the
message for the afternoon service.

Toni Jackson-Williams

Rev. McR eynolds is the soil of
Mrs. Ethel Nix, who alo ng with
Mrs. Clara McReynolds is one of
th e church musicians a t Allen
Chapel. Rev. Shermella GarrettEgson is the Pastor. For further
information , con ta ct B arbara
Whitman at 354-7862.
One of our favorite times o(the
year is fast approaching; Black
History M onth . And one event
that kicks off the month lon g
celebration is the Annual Walk-AThon that takes place on the
Martin Luther King holiday every
year.
When this event first started we
would walk from Stratton Center
UP the hill to the corner of the
freeway e ntrance at Box Springs
Road and El Cerrito drive. Thank
God that the statue is in place and
the route has changed so that we
can walk on the flat streets to City
Hall. We used to lose half of the
participants on that hill. (smile)
Get your pledge sheets, your team
sig ned up , put on your te nni s
shoes grab your water bottles and
we'll see you at Bordwell Park ,
January 17, for the kickoff at 9:00
a .m. Call Rose Mayes at 34 4,

The Group , a n organization
brought together to provide an
opportunity for you to exchange
ideas ·and network with other
leaders in the African American
community will hav e its first
meeting of this year on Thursday,
January 13, at 7:00a.m. We meel
at Amos Temple CME Church,
5860 Arlington Ave. Councilman
Ameal Moore will address The
Group regarding his strategy to
· respond to issues facing
River side's African American
community in Ward 2.
If you can't make this meeting,
be sure to join us on January 22
from 8:00 - 12:00 for our Annual
Planning and Strategy meeting.
Jennifer Va_u ghn Blakely is the
Chair
for
this
dynamic
organization. For further info and
a chance to find out more about
The Group, contact _Jennifer at
780-7730.
The young minister that I wrote
about last week is sti ll searching
for a temporary office space to set
up a nonprofit organi za tion
co ncerning Christian Fost e r
·Homes. This 'is an opportunity for
someone to really do a good deed
for the community. Ou r Black
chi ldren are the ones that are left
in fost e r care longer than any
other e thnic group. This young
minister is attempting to place
these children in Christian homes
whe re th ey will be loved and
nurtured by Christian families. He
needs a start-up office for a short

Have your business
advertised in the Black
Voice News

period of only about 2 months. If
you or_your organization has a
small office to share, please
contact .me at 686-4611.
The next meeting ·of BAPAC
will be Wednesday, January 19, at
6 :00 at Parkview Hospitals'
Founders Center in Conference
Room A. The address is 3865
Jackson Street. I realize that we
normally meet on the. 3rd
Thursday of the month, but the
change of day is for this month
only. We are trying a new format
along with our new location. All
upcoming meetings will be dinner
meetings.
Cost of the meal will be about
$6. Please det us know how many
will be in attendance so that we
can prepare'... Please call by
Mond ay evening; prior to the
meeting - 686-4p 11. This change
came about besause everyone
wants to meet and get an early
start on their evening and we all
have to eat, so this takes care of
both agendas . Directions to
Parkview: Take the 91 freeway to
Adams , exit right to Magnolia,
left on Magnolia, right on Jackson.
Right into the driveway midway
the block. The Founders Center is
the first building on your left.
If you have any items of
information, call me ·at 686-4611
or
emai l
me
at
ToniSpeaks@aol .com.

Poll Shows More Blacks than Whites
See Deterioration in Public Schools
The Black Voice News
WASHINGTON,

More Blacks than Whites standards and tests are unfair to
believe their local public schools minorities.
The complete poll is on the
are getting worse, according to
Joint
Center's
website :
the 1999 National Opinion Poll
www.jointcenter.org.
results on education released by
Support for school vouchers
the Joint Center for Political and
Economic Studies. Thirty-four among African Americans.
percent of Blacks polled believed which has fluctuated in past Joint
their schools had deteriorated, Center polls, grew by 25 percent
compared with 24 percent of since 1998 with 60 percent of
Whites . This represents a 23 African American respondents
percent increase in
the favoring school vouchers. There
proportion of Blacks reporting was a similar increase (27
dissatisfaction since 1998, while percent) among Whites, and for
responses among Whites were the first time ~ince the question
was first asked in the Joint
unchanged.
Overall, both Black s and Center's 1996 National Opinion
Whites identified education as Poll, a majority of Whites (52
the most important national percent) favored vouchers.
The Joint Center for Political
problem, but there were
and
Economic Studies, a
differences in views across age,
nonprofit
income, and ideological lines. nonpartisan ,
Both B"lacks and Whites organization, conducts research
supported school vouche rs and and analyses on public policy
raising school spending, and issues of concern to African
both groups reported fewer Americans and other minorities,
incidents of violence at their and promotes their involvement
local schools than the previous in the governance process.
year. Both
groups also
BAD CREDIT?
supported
statewide
• Have you been denied credit?
standards and
• Are your interest rates too high?
• Is your bad credit holding you back?

OUTDOOR

Clothing •Apparel• Accessor,ies • African Garb

.
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·•:.,
::•.
•.

•

•

~

•►
••
#

••

• Identification and repair of inaccurate,
erroneous, or obsolete information on your
credit reports in accordance with the Fair
Credit Reporting Act
• One full year of credit profile counseling
Our 110% money back guarantee

Call Today!
202 E. Baseline Rd.
Rialto, CA 92376

(909) 877-3510
(909) 820-8955

Day at Night

from nighttime haza rds and it·s a great defense against prowlers. Southern
California Edison encourages you to make your ho me safe and secure, and even
more attracti~e... to the right visitors.

50%

......,•,

Take the first step toward your financial freedom.

Ou,tdoor lighting means no surprises in the dark. It helps protect your family

Save up to

,,..,,,.

Don Paquette

(800) 370-8443

Independent Representative of ICR Services . Inc

1

,,

LIGHTIN G

The Difference is

,

r-•:•.

WE CAN HELP!

For more information on
pricing, contact

(909) 682 ..6070

o.c.

tests, but more Blacks than
Whites believed that such

...

o n energy-efficient o utdoor lighting products.

just visit your local hardware o r home improvement store and loo k fo r the logo.
SOUIHEllN CALIFORNIA

EDISON
1\n U)ISOI\ If\ TU{ \A J l(J\ ,11 ~· 1cump:lllJ

-www.sce.com
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Business Directory,
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LeVIAS & ASSOCIA~
300 Law Firms Workinfl Tojlether
We will refer you to an attorney that specializes
in whatever your legal needs might be. We are
dedicated to helping the African-American people

A FREE SERVICE!

(800) 500-7047... . .·

experience...

LAW OFFICE OF
RICHARD

F. NEVINS

Truces
Bankruptcy
Business Contracts
Living Trusts & Wills
Incorporations & Partnerships

.....:~

SunAmerica Securities/ Inc.
Post Office Box 7637
San Bernardino, CA 92411

4136 10th Street
(909) 686-5193

Member Pacific Exchange,
NASO, SIPC

909•496•1167
Fax 909•889-8015

(909) 341-8930
FAX (909) 341-8932

Samuel E. Dey, Jr.,
M.D.

Since 1967

Diplomat, American Board of Psychiatry and Neurology
Added Qualifications in Geriatric Psychiatry
General & Geriatric Psychiatry
Member Black Psychiatrists of America

GRADUATE OF LIFE UNDERWRITERS COUNCIL

Ph. (909) 369-9752

College Long-term

·-:~;j i[1i1 :::t:r!:~:;r!!entative

LEON CARRIGAN, JR.
Insurance Agency
Life, Health, IRA, Keough Burial,
Auto, Ho_m e Owners
Cal. Lie. #0341370

P.O. Box 5342
Riverside, CA 92517

Fax (909) 369-9252

Retirement Estate In vestment

. '·k:;::;t[m

6700 Indiana Avenue, Suite 170
Riverside, CA 92506

UNHAPPY?
UNLUCKY?
UNLOVED?
Spiritual Reader and Advisor

BARBARA
Do you need advise? Do you need answers?
phe salves all affairs of life
Helps in money luck business and marriage
lso brings back lost lovers
all for free question
and
piritual enlightenment

"Serving the Community with Quality Care and

Expert Service"

Unfortunately statistics still show that sometimes you or
your teenage children's only crime is

A-1
{) -..... 1

CLEANERS

I >,, (

S IR \ I< I

•

99¢

11 , , , ....... ( ,
(),1

\ I I I I { , I It ) '-..

I)\'\

SPECIAL

SI H \ I< I

1\1 ' " ' ' " 'J ' " ' ' "

o,

DRAPERY

s,,,
·

Per Pleat Lined

Must present coupon wtth
incoming orders, not valid with
other offers.

;LeVIAS HOME LOANS

$2.50
$1.25
$2.25
$5.25
$5.00

Blouses
Laundry Shirts
Pants ·
Suits

Over 50 mortgage bankers working with Le Vias and
Associates, we will refer you to a
mortgage banker that specialize in
your particular need. Refinancing,
home loans or consolidation. If
you own a home we will get you a

Mike Teer

'\/ Low Monthly Payment

MONE M.

'. '

CALL 909-683-1468
Credit Problems?
NO Security Deposit for a/ca members!
Get a second chance to build good credit with an american fair credit association membership and an a/ca VISA® card,
' You must be employed the last three months and earn at least $900 per
month with no derogatory credit in the last six months. a/ca membership is
required 98% of our members are approved for an uns,curtd VISA card!

..' , ..' ,

Call (909) 509-5672 today!
10205 Hole Ave., #C, Riverside, CA 92503
VISA card issued by United Credit National Bank of Sioux Falls, SD, or
Richland State Bank of Bruce, SD. afca is a registered Affinity Program,
Each afca Office is Independently Owned and Operated.

Serving The Inland E111pire

&

Stan Scott
Manager

Grove Colonial
Mortuary
738 East Highland Ave.
San Bernardino, CA

(909) 882-1288 w Fax 883-4846

'"•-'.

FD894

'o'

Colton Funeralr ,Chapel

'' '

1275 N. LaCadena Ave . .
Colton, CA

,·

(909) 825-0570 ·

MORE

,,•

FD103 1

',,...

.,

Phone/Fax

-~(909) 682-4942

' ,...

Law Offices of
VICTOR C . MARSHALL

.1 •-1385 Blaine• Suite #16 •Riverside•
California • 92507

Victor C. Marshall

,,

Attorney at Law

3638 University Ave.
Suite 218
Riverside, CA 92501

Phone (909) 275-LAW1
(5291)
Roosevelt Bldg.

-'
•'',

340 Kilworth Drive
Colton, CA 92882-6383

'.

' '

909/520-0150/HollowayFC@cs.eom

'

775/855-2363 - FAX

tJ

,~ J

ANN DAVIS PETERS
Attorney at Law

Handling All Cases

CRESCENT
CITY

10325 Central Avenue
Montclair, CA 91763
(909) 399-3204 • Fax (909) 398-4044
(909) 689-2757 - Voice Mail

SWANN

Broker/Agent
License # 0C03720
5955 BROCKTON AVE. • RIVERSIDE, CALIFORNIA
92506
PHON E (909} 274-9400 • FAX (909) 276-4400
PAGER (909) 340-5078

BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

Principle

Commeroiai • Auto • Home • Life • Health

Great Home and
. Auto Packages
Available

✓ Aromatherapy ✓ Carpel Tunnel ✓ Body Wraps
✓ Swedish Massage ✓ Shiatsu ✓ Sports Massage
✓ Reflexology ✓ Gift Certificates Available

Forest Holloway

I

✓ Low Cost tnsu~anqe
✓ Low Downpayment

AFRICAN FASHIONS

WEBSITE DESIGN/E-COMMERCEJHOSTING

23650 Hemlock St #1o
Riverside, CA 92507

:tT

" We' re balancing the scales"

(909) 656-4131

BLUE TANGERtNE GRAPHICS

Insurance &
~ ~, Securities _
Speci~lists
~

Pre-Paid Legal

3585 Main St., Ste. 212
Rive rside CA 92501
(909) 784-1342

tJa(T

•i·no: :·~:•~t! .\..'c f01'

23080 D-220 Alessandro
Blvd • Moreno Valley, CA •

for Residential Appraisals
Notary Public
Property Management
Re~! Estate Sales & Purchase

·R & B TAX SERVICE

, Office (909) 683-7732
Voice Mail (800) 208-1541

For infonnation and membership applications call:
Gary L. Rafe .
(310) 535-2363

A Residential &
Commercial Real
E•tate 'Brokerage

.(800) 500-7047

Fully Computerized
Fast Refund, Electronic Filing
Notary & Fax
State & Federal'
6am - 6pm
Low Rates

Low cost legal protection is now availabl~
• Motor Vehicle Legal Services
• Preventive Legal
Services
•
• Trial Defense Services
• IRS Audit Legal

Properties

loan.

THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE

Just like an illness w;thout health insurance coverage can
financially wipe a family out, so can unexpected legal cost

YALC DESIGNS

A Free Service

(Since 1980)

Driving While Black

~'lbdrh"-•

Subscribe & Adyertise

grams

CREOLE

mission
bar-b-que

RESTAURANT
9395 Monte Vista
Ave.
Montclair, CA 91763

_,.

..
\

. ,~

palace

(909) 682-6070
WHY l1's

NEW LOCATION

so·Gooo:

• Extensive menu of .
over 100 made from
scratch recipes
• Carefully prepared to
the strictest standards
• Only the freshest, '
highest-quality ingredients are used
• Food is prepared at
each restaurant location
• Made in family size
quantities throughout
the day to provide you
with the freshest meal
possible -- everytime.
• Beverages and
desserts always
included in one low
price.

Hours:
Monday-Thursday
. ,.,.:.,~~{s,·• •w.-.•.•.,, 11 :00 a.m. - 10:00

p.m.
Friday: 11 :00
a.m. - 11 :00 p.m.
Saturday: 12:00
, p.m. - 11 :00 p.m.
Sunday: 12:00
· p.m. - 9:00 p.m.

Variety And Vaine

For Tile Whole family.

(909) 482-0566
(Montclair)

390 McKinley Avenue
Corona, CA 91719

(909) 273-0573

Banquet facilities available for any occ~sion.

3527 MAIN STREET
RIVERSIDE, CA 92501
Featuring
Down home coo kin'

Grand Opening
Hours: Monday-Wednesday
11 :00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Friday-Saturday: ·11 :00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.
Open 7 days a week

(909) 782-8219
Mobile Catering Service Available -· Anywhere ·· Any Time
Churches, Picnics, Family Reunion · All Occasions

-:.

;

YOU'RE GUARANTEED TO LICK YOUR FINGERS ";;;
• •

I

'll

AVAILABLE TO
SECTION 8
1 Bdrm/1 Bath Apt. - Air, Stove, Refrigerato r.

s395 per mth.
1134-1160 No. Mayfield Ave . - San Bernardino. California. Call Daym Williams. Mgr. at (909) 889-5983.
p. 12·2. 12 9.12 16 .12:23. 12'30
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Beckley,. Brown, Ba~a, Longville, Eaves and Valles to Speak at ,Celebrationof Kings' Birthday
: The Black Voice News

SAN BERNARDINO

:
•

•
,
•
•
'
·
•
.

"Rev. Joshua Beckley, Rev.
Dennis
Morgan
Brown,
Congressman
Joe
Baca,
Assemblyman John Longville,
San
Bernardino
County
Supervisor Jerry Eaves, and San
Bernardino City Mayor Judith
Valles will speak on the Legacy
of Dr. Kings Dream as it relates
to the New Millennium," said
Carl Dameron, co-chairman and
president
of
Dameron
Communications.
The Millennium Celebration of
Dr. Kings' birthday is this
Saturday, January 15, 2000 at
Ecclesia Christian Fellowship
Church in San Bernardino.
The All City Gospel Choir and
the
Ecclesia
Christian
Fellowship Church will sing

· -.r
Pastor Dennis Brown

Supervisor Jerry Eaves

] Ospel favorites for thi s free
celebration. Ecclesia is located
at 1213 Date Street in San
Bernardino.
This will be the sixth year that
the San Bernardino co mmunity
has gathered to celebrate Dr.
King's legacy with gos pel
mu s ic, s peec hes from ke y
leaders, dramatic readings.from

Congressman Joe Baca

poets and spiritual messages
from our leading Religious
Leaders.
"This is a celebration of Dr.
King ' s Dream for a ll of us to
live in peace and harmony; with
economic and social equality,
where people are judged by the
content of their character - not
the color of their skin," said Al

Mayor Judith Valles

Twine, co-chairman and field
rep resentative for Supervisor
Jerry Eaves.
Committee members include
Carl Dameron , Al Twine,
Marian Black, Lew Warren, and
Irma Marshal.
Sponsored by : the San
Be rnardino Branch o f the
NAACP; West side Action

Pastor Joshua Beckley

Group ; the C i t y o f S an
Bernardino; the San Bernardino
Count)'. Board of Supervisors;
San
Bernardino
C o unt y
Superin tenden t of S choo ls
Office; California P ort land
Ceme nt
C o mpa n y ;
San
Bernardino Coun ty S he ri ffs
Departme nt;
Commun jty
Hospital of San Bernardino; The

Mayor John Longville

Gas Company; and Tobacco Us~
Reduction Now.
Media sponsors include KOLA
99.9 , K GGI 99. 1, KVCR -FM
9 1. 9 a nd TV-24 ; the Sun ,
Westside Story; the Black Voice
News ;
and
Dameron
Communications.
For more informat ion call
(909) 888-4571.

Battle Against Low Self-Esteem - The Answer is Historical, Biblical & Cultural
The Black Voi ce News

SAN BERNARDINO

Is there a remedy for low self' esteem? No one desires this
attribute. Yet it parades its
• essence among o.ur Black
• communtt1es. Many of our
, children are plagued by it; our
• youth battle against it; and many
• adults cannot se~m to shed its
• skin. Could low self-esteem be
' a direc t res ult o f o·ur Jack of
' histori c al h e ritage and self
worth?
A number of good books have
. been writte n by Black autho rs
, concerning Black history and the
p ro bl e m of low s elf-esteem .
Yet , th e probl e m c ontinues.
Many Blacks can tell the ancient
story of c ivilization beginning
a long the Fertile Cresce~t. The
Crescent included Mesopotamia_,
I s rae l, Egypt , Suda n , a nd
; Ethiopi a. Blacks (Ha miti cs),
Arab s a nd J e w s (Sh e mitic s)
dwelled in these areas. Blacks
w ere predominant durin g thi s
time.
Why were Blacks so powerful
and influential during that time
in history (4000BC-30AD)? We
ca n a n s we r this qu es ti o n by
e xaminin g the attitudes and
beli ef of those groups, whi c h

have prevailed in adversity.
First, we will survey the Jewish
people (Shemitic). It is recorded
in the Bible that Jewish people
are children of Abraham, one of
th e g reat patri a rch s . The s e
people have a history of being
misunderstood and hated mainly
by tho se in power. Yet, the y
have cont inu e d to prevail
beca use o f o ne thin g . They
believe that they have a grea t
he ritage with God, the Creator.
The Jewis h people h a ve been
diligen t in passing these beliefs
d o wn fro m ge ne r a ti o n to
generati o n. Their belief gi ves
the m a sense of self worth.
Th e
Cauc a s ia n
peo p le
(Japh eti cs) h a ve di ffe re nt
circ um sta nces. The ir earli est
hi story (4000BC - 400BC) , is
very seldom discussed or taught
to their children because it was
unfa vo rable. Ma ny American
history books begin the history
of th e White ma n a t a bout
4000B C with Rom e a nd
Alexande r th e G reat. T he
Caucasians believe that they are
chosen by -G od to ha ve pow er
and re ig n over peopl e. Thi s
be lief probably began with the
influe nce a nd p o wer of th e
Roman Catholic Church, which

Religion in School Guidelines Set .for Implementation
The B lack Voice News

ARLINGTON, VA

: . The religious-liberty guidelines
: that President Clinton will send to
; all public schools includes three
: publications prepared by the First
: Amendment Center at Vanderbilt
: University, Charles Haynes, senior
: scholar for religious liberty
; program s at th e center, said
: recently..
: The guides -- three of the ftve
: documents in the U.S. Department
: of Education mailing-- are:
: • A Teacher's Guide to Religion
: in the Public Schools answers key
: q uestions on how to teach about
: religion i n ways th at ar e
: co nstituti onal a nd educati onal.
; Published by the First Amendment
: Center, this guide is endorsed by 22
: or.gani zati ons inc ludin g the
;Nation al - Assoc iation
of
!Evangelicals, the Anti-Defamation
: League, the Catholic League for
:Religious and Ci vil Rights, the
:council on Islamic Education, both
; teacher's unions, and the National
' School Boards Association.
: • Public S~hools and Religious
'•Communities explains how schools
· and faith communities can work
'•togeth er in ways that are
'pe rmi ssible under the First
'Amendment. Guidance is given on
such topics as mentoring programs,
crisis counseling, and released-time
education. Drafted by the Christian

Legal Society, the American Jewish
Congress, and the First Amendment
Center, this publication is endorsed
by the U.S. Catholic Conference,
the Am eri can Asseiciati on of
School Administrators, and 9 other
national groups.'
• A Parent's Guide to Religion in
the Public Schools is a jo int
publication of the Nati onal PTA
and the First Amendmen t Center
that offers concise information to
parents on student rights, excusal
· req uests, and teac hin g abo ut
religion in the curriculum.
"For the first time in our history
every public school will have clear,
co ns titut iona l g uid ance on the
pro per role of religio n in 1he
schools under current law," Haynes
said. "These guideli nes are not
from the "left" or the "right" -They rep rese nt a conse nsus of
many re ligio us and educati onal
groups from across the poli tical and
religious spectrum."

originated in the European
Countries. The Caucasians have
been very successful in passing
this belief of supre me power
over others down to their
children'.
Of the two groups , the group
whose belief is Biblically sound
will c ontinue to prevail in
adversity. However, the group
whose be lief (he ritage) is selfawarded will not prevail beyond
th e ir a ppoin te d ti me o f
prosperity.
Whe n a nation be li eves th a t

modern day Blacks have lost the
knowledge of their appo inted
Lot with God.
Black people have always beeh
known for their spirituality and
yearning desire to know, and to
be loved by the Creator God .
Yet, in the English translations
of our Bibles, we have not a
word from God c oncerning our
position as a people. What has
He purposed the Black man for?
Who is the Black wom an? Is
our Bl~c k skin th e result of a
curse, as, yerba lly and si'lently

When a nation believes that God has chosen them,
whether true or imaginary, this gro.up·will prevail
God has chose n them, wh ethe r
true or imaginary, thi s group will
prevail ; even .if only for a, Godappointe d, season. Low self esteem usually will not parade
a mon g these groups. Group s
that expe ri e nce a lac k o f
hi sto ri cal, Bi bli can he ritage
usually lack self worth.
The Blacks of 4000BC - 30AD
were well aware of their exalted
positi o n with Go d , a nd as a
result they excelled in whatever
they ·put their hands to. They
we re th e invento rs of writte n ·
la nguage, m a th , tradin g , e tc .
Fo r pample, th e P h oen ic ian
la nguage (ancient H ebrew) was
c reate d by th e Can aa ni tes.
Canaan was the fourth born son
of Ham, the Black son of Noah.
However, o ve r th e ce nturi es,

BECOME

subjected by some?
As Black people, just knowing
your history is not enough. You
m us t kn o w y our Genes is
(beginnings) and you must know
and unde rsta nd wh at God has
purposed for the Blacks. T he
English translati ons of the Old
Testament do not justly trans late
th e
He bre w
ma nusc ript s
concerning Black Mankind. We
must dispel the lie that we were
cursed Blac k . T hi s lie was
p asse d down b y C hri stian
Whites; in an unchristian and
untruthful ma nner. T his issue
and many oth e rs a re exposed
a nd ex pounde d upon in th e
re cent book re lease e nti tl ed ,
"Bibli ca l Hi s to ry of Black
Mankind." '
A cco rdi ng to th e H ebrew

AFOSTER PARENT

Life Chan gi_ng M in istri e,s ha s a n
opening for a Music Director. If you
have experience in leadin g a choir,
band and praise team, then this j ob
may be for you. Thi,s position pays a
weekly salary. If interested, please fax
a resume to 909/882-2898, attention
Laura Reddix. For further information
or questions regarding responsibilities,
pl ea se cal l th e c hurc h o ffice . at
909/882-3277.

God. God placed Adam (Black
man ) in the garden to tend it
(G e nes is 2 : 8).
After an
appointed time, God built the
Bl ack woman (w ife) a nd
presented her lo him (Genesis
2:22). She is the Queen of life;
the mother of all living.
Black people have a covenant
with God a s H is fi rst born; a
seed dest i ned to brui se the
leade r o f the se rpent (Satan).
Ou r her itage is that we might
d well with Him o n Mt. Z ion
( H is home) at the end o f the
church age when Chri st returns.
This is on ly a fracti o n of the
truth, which the prophets of the
O ld Testament wrote concern ing
and the C ushites (Blacks).. Yet,
the English tran slati ons of our
Bi bles have not c lear ly stated
these mon umental detai ls.
T he above truths are e xerts
from the re ce ntl y p ubl i shed
book, "Biblical History of Black
M a nkin d," b y C. M c Ghee
Livers. This thought provoking,
scholarl y work is avail able at
most Black owned bookstores.
Th e boo k sell s fo r $20. For
more info rmation, call 3 I7/5770392 or write Shahar Publishing,
8605 Al lisonv il le Rd ., PM B
283, Indianapolis, IN 46250.

.Jt's Not Too Late To Look Sharp!

Wanda\ W ondrous Works ;
322 W. "E" Street San Bernardino, California

Attentio n: Community Based Organizations!
R.equl!SI f1Jr Prc>post1ls "'" ll[)IV bt'ill)! nrn'pttd
Cummu11ity bast:d organizations have the: opportu11ity to crc:att" and i111pk111c:11t
a program to c:ducatc: the ir constiruc:m:, about Umvcrsa.J L1fd111c Tdcpho11c=
Service (U LT S).Thc go.1ls of th is campaign arc to c:nsurc that dig1bl'-" housc:holds:

Receive
$ 520 - $1,200
Training & Financial Support Available

Se veral L ocatio ns in the Los Angeles and Inland E m pire
areas.
II

For Orientation Call

(909) 427-9635
(888) 449-4608
8:00am - 8:00pm
Se H abia E spanol

,
'• jl

(909) 884-7474

International Foster Family & Adoptions Agency
ADVERTISEMENT

Manuscripts from w hi ch ou r
Englis h _Bibl~s are translated;
"God made Adam from the dust
of the ground." The word dust
is translated from the Hebrew
word Apha r. -The word aphar,
translated as "du st" is an
incomplete translation. Aphar
means "dust, clay, mould." The
word "dust" tells us that Ad am
was formed from the topsoil or
surface soil. Whe reas, "clay"
lets us know that the soil was
not a sandy soil, but a soil that
c ould be formed and molded .
Finally, " mould" is a soil that is
rich in humus. Soi l that is rich
in humus· is al~ays black or very
dark brown in color. Therefore,
a better tran s lation wou ld be
that, " God made Adam from the
black clay dust of the ground,"
(Genesis 2:7). The Bible a lso
states that, "God made Adam in
His own image and likeness, and
ou t of Adam came every race
upon the face of earth" (Genesis
1:26, Acts 17:26) . It was God
who inspi red th e prophets to
write these truths as He breathed
upo n the in (II Ti mo thy 3: 16).
The ethnicity of Adam is clearly
stated in Ge nesis 2:7. Adam
was made from black soil, which
means he was a Black man made
i n th e image and lik en e ss o f

•

an: nude: ;mr.m: o f thc ULTS progr:1111 1
can access a~:,bcancc to subscribe to a prov1J er. and
lear n how to enroll iu the pmgnm .

C ontncts w111'bt: awardcd 111 the.! total amo unt of $500,000. Awards will bt' in
the r:1 11~ of SI 0,000 • $ 15,000 for the seven- month
period. C UD,
that h ave! expe!ric-ncc in servi ng specialty populations, h:ird to reac h conunumtif!S, and ethnic audie!IICt!S in C...alifornia are strongly r11cour.1ged to apply.

co,.,,,,'c,

To request an application, call 1- 800-270-0185 or write to:
Attention: Contract Administrato r
U niversal Lifeline Telepho ne Marketing Campaign
Young Co mmunicatio ns Gro up
672 South LaFayette Park Place, Suite 29
Los Angeles, CA 90057
D eadline for: the R FP submission is 6:00 p .m ., February 1,
2000
Note: O nly phone calls requesting an applica tion will b e
allowed. Questions regarding the RFP will b e answered at
bidders c onferences on Janu ary 19, 2000 in Oakland and
January 20, 2000 in Los Angeles

l
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Bethel AME
Church

Life CHu~cH OF Goo IN CHRIST

Mt. Rubidoux SDA
Church

3349 Rubidoux Boulevard•
Riv, CA 92509 • (909) 684-UFE
"Celebrating 12 Years of Ministry"
LIFE CHRISTIAN ACADEMY
Enrollment open for Preschool & Kindergarten

Morning Service
8:00 a.m.
Sunday School
9:45 a.m.
Sunday Service
J0:45 a m.
Women In Prayer
Afrer Sunday Scrive

Pastor Ron and l.aVette
Gibson

students. Call to register.
Sunday Worship Se1Vice
s7

s~~~~:;;;;,; ~t'!~:m&~:~~;m

Prayer Meeting

Wednesday Bible Study - 7:30pm
Friday Fellowship Services • 7:30pm
(ever 1st & 3rd)
Prayer-Tues thru Friday- 6am. 12n.
7pm

Wednesday

7:00 p.m.
Bible Study
Wednesday
7:30 P-~-

Family Revival at life
Church
January 19-21, 7 PM
Nathan Simmons, Revival
Speaker

i
I

I

Weekly

Goo IN CHRIST

Marc K. Woodson
Pastor
' Senior
.

A Church on the Move for God/

"The Healing Place"
5860 Arlington Avenue
Riverside, CA 92504
(909) 352--4196 - OFFICE
(909) 352-4538 - FAX

1355 W . 21st. Street
San Bernardino, CA 92411

(909)887-1718

Second Baptist Church

Center Foursquare Church

2911 Ninth St.; Riverside, CA 92507
P.O . Box 303, Riverside, CA, 92502

(909) 359-0203

Office: (909) 684-7532 • FAX: (909) 684-1564
www.secondbaptistriverside.org •
£-MAIL: Sec8aptis16Earthlink.nct

WEEKLY SERVICES

Sunday Services

/
,

ipx .'

7:00 p.m.

Valley Fellowship Seventh
Day Adventist Church
275 East Grove Street
Rialto, CA 92376

Early Morning Worship
Sunday School
Mid-Morning Worship
Nursery Open

1

•

Rev. Shermella Garrett-Egson

Pastor T. Elsworth
Gantt, II

Xm,~ lleginnings
Community
llaptist Church
5970 Limonile Avenue
Riverside, CA 92509

StvYKU

Trinity Baptist Church

9Japwt eJiwtdi

22612 Alessandro, Moreno Valley, CA
(909) 656-4015
"A church where everybody is
somebody"

.

9:30 am
11 :00 am
5:00pm

Dr. & Mrs. George

5:00 pm
7:00 pm

King

BIBLE STUDY

Every 3rd Tues. (F0<:us on the Family)
Every 2nd Tues.
7:00 p .m .
Wed. Night
7:00 p .m .
Bible Srudy Pastor's Teaching

WEEKLY SERVICES
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
11 :00a.m .
Wednesday

v: .. ·

11:.x~~ ::~1

Pastor Christopher W. &
Joyce McShan
Midweek Meditation &
Bible Study
7:15 p.m.

Refreshing
Spring Temple
(909) 784-0860
"R ploce where o/1 111011
come and be refr••h•d•

SundOIJ

•
,· ··· .

Morn. Worship 11 :00 a .m.
Eve. Worship
7:00 p.m.

&Ible Study

7:00 p.m.

Evongellstlc Serv.7 :30 p.m.

Rev.

LEROI

Pastor William &
Jamellza Carter

~ f-•. .•
V
r

INSPIRATIONS ACROSS AMERICA GOSPEL

Music COUNTDOWN - THURSDAYS Ar 9 PM
calt

1t

(Located in the theater)

r;;...; ··

4300 W. Green River Rd.

Corona , California

_.f

(800) 650-5557

T

. .....

Schedul• of Service
Dr. Jackson M. Doggette,
Jr. Pastor Emily Doggette Saturday
1stLady
Weekly worship & Celebration
Services
4:00 .p.m .

7480 Sterling Avenue
P.O. Box 220989
San Bernardino, CA 92410
WEEKLY ORDER OF SERVICE·

at Arnold High
Riverside, CA

THIS

School)

1?:30 - 1 :30
1570 AM

SUNDAYS

ADVERTISEMENT CALL DOROTHY SHEPHERD

(909) 597-7134

Dr. D.C. Nosakhere
Thomas

Senior Pastor

Couw BE YouR An

(909) 682-9960

The Black Voice News

WEEKLY SERVICES

for details

WORSHIP AT A CHURCH OF
YOUR CHOICE

LET THEM

(909) 682-6070

Worship 10:00 a.m.

Proverbs 26:1.J-26
The One Year Bible
Evening Bible Study
6:00 p.m.
Communion and Baptism ~very 1st Sunday
7:00p.m.

Murph Chapel African Methodist Episcopal
· Church
Park Avenue Baptist Church
138 1 Pass & Covina Road
Rev. LE. Campbell, Pastor
West Covina, CA 9 1744
1910 Martin ,Luther King Blvd.
(626) 917-3686
Riverside, CA 92507
Rev. Dorothy Leffall Patrick
• (909) 684-8782
Sunday Worship8 :00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
Sunday Service
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Round Table Prayer
9:20 a.m.
Wednesday
6:00 p.m.
Sunday school ,
9:30 a.m.
Bible Class
7:00 p.m.
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m .
Thursday Bible C lass 10:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Choir Practice
7:30 p.m.
(Wednesday)
Bowling
6:00 p.m.
Teachers Meeting
6:00 p.m .
Prayer Meeting
7:00 p.m .
RIVERSIDE
J.
Bible Study
7:30 - 8:30 p.m.
Kansas Ave. SDA Church
Jesse Wilson, Pastor
New Visions Christian Community
449 1 Kansas Avenue
Church
Riverside, CA 92507
18461 Mariposa Ave. (Woodcrest Area)
(909) 682-9810
Riverside, CA 92508
Saturday Service
(909) 687-7454
Song Service
9:15 a.m.
·senior Pastor Emerson (Jeff) Jefferson, Jr.,
Sabbath School
9:30 a.m.
M .Ed., M .Div
Church Service
11 :00 a.m.
Sunday
Adventist Youth
Christian Growth Class 9:30 a.m .
Morning Worship & Praisel 1:00 a.m.
Mt. Moriah Baptist
Wednesday
Rev. Willie C hambers, Jr.
Prayer & Bible Study 7:00 p.m .
18991 Marioposa St.
Thursday
Riverside, CA 92508
Choir Rehearsal
7:00 p.m .
(909) 780-2240
Sunday Services
,
Prayer of Consecration 9:00 a.m.
SAN BERNARDINO
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Devotion & Worship 10:45 a.m.
Holy Land COGJC

•

-----1
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A ,nan with hate in his heart ,nay sound pleasant enough, but don't believe hi111; for he
is cursing you in his heart. Though he pretends to be so kind, his hatred will finally
co,ne to light for all to see.

!fl!

1- DO-RES-S:

KNow, You SAW

IT IN THE BLACK VOICE

Church Schoo19:00 a.m.

Start Your
~• Snbseription
Today For Only
$35 (In State)

_

PM

for

Call

WEST COVINA

llill!il It

9:45 a.m.
11:30 a.m.

SHEPHERD'S GOSPEL TIME

Wed. 7:00 PM
Sat. 11 :00 AM
Sat. 6:00 PM

1 block west of Archibald and
1 block south of 9th Street

Sunday School
Morning Worship

OU•t-8241

12 Noon

9:30 a.m.
5:30 p.m.
10:00 a.m.
6:00 p.m.

SUNDAY SERVICES;

C909I

7:00 .p.m.

8768 Helms Avenue, Suite B
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91729
(909) 603-4041 - RainbowCPC@aol.com

Prayer Meeting
Praise/Worship
Miracle Service

Prayer:Tuesday
Thursday
Friday
Bible Study: Wednesday

1•11>1tor IIRn·e:,- &
) I ~ lleR■ -l1tnfti

(909) 688-1570

__.I·

)_ _ _ _ _ _

a

Iii~

·~

Uniting God's People

6 PM

and

Cfi

• .efi

(Ion frldoy~ot each month)

15801 Harmon Street

LACEYSUNDAY- FRIDAY AT

II

Crossroads
Community Church

THE BOOK OF Acrs

9:45 a.m.
9:45 a .m .
8:00 a.m.
11 :15 a.m.

Frldov

(Services

-~r.3

·
•
I

•-· .. ~ -

Rainbow Community Praise Center

March Field Christian Church

presenis

HEAVEN WITH

Sun. School
Sun. New Members' Class
Worship Service Sun.
Worship Service Sun.
Prayer & Bible Study
Wednesday
Bible Study
Thursday

W.ekllJ Services

,

The Ultimate in Gospel Music

111.&

James B. Ellis, Jr., Sr. Pastor
-'ilbert Riley, Assistant Pastor

Services

3600 Park Ave.
Riverside . CA 92507

St. John 14:6 "The way, the truth, the life.

a~
Di
,.....~
.1
.,~

s.rn...

Sunday School
JO am.
Morning Worship
I I am.
Tuesday Prayer Meeting•
& Bible Study
7 p.m.

Schedule of Service

Sunday School
9:00 a.m.
Morning Worship Servicel0:15 a.m.

To

Or

1ff/flJ<b·

(909) 686-5171

3100 N. State Street/ P.O. Box 7067
San Bernardino, CA 92510
SERVICE TIMES:

HIGHWAY

Stfitl?L'Lt

Sunday Services
I I :00 a.m.
Sunday School
9:30 a.m,
Wednesday Bible Studyl0:00 a.m.
Wednesday Prayer &
Bible Srudy
7:00 p.m.

.N,w,. Cenlwuj
5413 34th Street
Riverside, CA 92509

St. Timothy Community
Church

Pastor Eullas J .
James

4009 Locust (at I0th St.)
Riverside, CA 92501
(909) 686-0702
www.allen-chapel-ame-riv.org

7:30 a.m.
9:00 a.m.
10:15 a.m.
10:15 a.m .

Prayer Services
7:00 p .m.
Bible Srudy
7:45 p .m.
"Second in Name, First In Love"

(909) 874-5152 . Fax
SATURDAY
Fellowship. Prayer & BibleStudy
Praise Service & Divine Worship
Y9uth Service
WEDNESDAY
Feeding Program
Bible Study & Prayer

.4.llenCha.Pel
Mrk:an ~ellN)dllt
l:lllsa>Pal Ulurdl

Wednesday Services

(909) 874-5851 - Church

Weekly Service ,

Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 8:00 & 11:00 a.m.
Bible Study & Prayer Wed. 6 p.mJ
Thurs. 12 Noon

Donnell Rickey
Jones, Pastor

Wind of the Spirit Worship

Sunday School (all ages)
Christian Life Development
Classes
Worship
Children 's Church
Thursday Bible Study

MONDAY-FRIDAY

Noonday Prayer
12:00 p.m.

(909) 682-4407

Sunday School
9:15 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:15 a.m.
Evening Workshop
6:00 p.m.
Tuesday Prayer Meeting &
Bible Srudy
7:00 p .m .

8:30 a.m. -❖-~-.;•
(Adults only)
8:30 a.m. ·
9:45 a.m. Rev. Michael and
10: 15 a.m. Sherrie Edwards

6:00p.m.
Evening Worship
7:0()p.m.

Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
11 :00a.m.
YPWW

WEEKLY SERVICES

SJmiku.

.-"_;A'.ir~r

Pastor Elder Lawrence C . and
Ollvla Ash

Sunday:

9: 15 a.m.
9:15 a.m.
I I :00 a.m.
4:30 p.m.

AMOS TEMPLE CME

6476 Streeter Avenue, Riverside, CA

.

(909) 686-1757
WEEKLY SERVICES

ST. PAUL AFRICAN
METHODIST EPISCOPAL
CHURCH

Sunday
Worship Services
8:00 a.m.
11 a.m.
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Wednesday
Bible Study
7:00 p.m.

···::::.

5595 Molino Way
Riverside, CA 92509

Order Of Service

Saturday Service
Sabbath
Early Morning Service
Church Service
Youth Special Service

OF

WORLD CHURCH

2625 Avalon Street
Rubidoux, CA 92509
(909) 276-8374

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT
SUNDAY SERVICES

LIGHT OF THE

Send Cheek or money order to:
. Black Voice News
Subscriptions
P.O. Box 1581
Riverside, CA 92502

1024 N. "G" Street
San Bernardino, CA 92410
(909) 38 1-2662
Elder, Lenton Lenoir, Pastor
Sunday School:
9:30 am
Morning Worship:
11 pm
Evening Worship:
7 pm
Pastoral Teaching:
8 pm Tues.
Evangelistic Worship:
8 pm Th

New Hope MBC Baptist, S.B.
1575 West 17th Street
San Bernardino, CA 92410
(909) 887-2526 Church
(909) 887-5406 Fax
Robert L. Fairley, Sr. Pastor
Sunday Services
Morning Worship7:00, 9:30 am & 11:15 am
Sunday School 8:30 am & 10:00 am
N.B.C.
5:00 pm
Evening Service
6:00 pm
Wed. Prayer Servicel2 noon & 6:30 pm
New life Christian Church
Rev. Elijah S. Singletary, Pastor
1322 N . Medical Center Dr.
San Bernardino, CA
Sunday Services
Early Morning Worship 8:00 a.IT'..
Church School Hour
9 :45 a.m.
Morning Worship Hour 11 :00 a.m.
Tuesday
Bible Study Hour
6:30 p.m.
Thursday
Prayer & Praise Service TOO p.m.
"Gospel Time" TV Broadcast-Channel 3
Rialto-Monday
8:00 p.m.
San Bernardino-Friday 8:00 p.m.

SERVICE DEPT.
OPEN
MON. thru FRI.
.SATURDAYS 8-2

SERVICE DEPT.
OPEN
MON. thru FRI.
SATURDAYS 8-2

"99 Mercury Tracer

2000 Mercury Mysti
MSRP . . .. . .....$17,745 .
Freeway Discount ... 1,300
Factory Rebate . . . .. 1,000

MSRP . ... . .. ...$13,790

Freeway Discount . . ..500
. Facto~ Rebate .....2000 ·
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at this price

Vin. #YK603028

OR AS LOWAS 0.9%For 36 mo.

AS LOW AS 4.9 % For 36

MSRP . . .. .. .. . .$19,790 •
Freeway Discount . .. 1,900 ,
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$15,645

Vin. #Y5600156 .

1110.

J9 -~e_r.curY Villager GS

· 2000 Mercury Sable GS

. Cu.tom« Price

2000
Mercury Grand Marquis GS
-'

MSRP . .. . ..... .$23,630
Freeway Discount . . . 1,200
Factory Rebate ... ... 500

MSRP . .. . . . . . . .$23,990
Freeway Discount . ..2,000
Factory Rebate . . . . .2,000
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Cunomer Price

$17,890 ;

1 l,

a th!_~ pric~ .

·

j Vin. #Y~640893

Vin. #YA606682 ;

1 at this price

AS LOW AS 4.9% For 36

AS LOW AS 4.9% For 36

1110 .

1110.

. 2000 Mercury Mountaineer
MSRP . .. .... . .. .$30,350
Freeway Discount ...2,500
Factory Rebate . . .....500

,'
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1 at this orice
Vin. #YUJ03906

AS LO\'v AS 4.9% For 36

1110.
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98's
97's
96's
95's

SPOR'F

U7l1.I

And
More
98 MERCURY
ESCORT

$~?)®®®

~~@~®®®

VIN #WH111251

98 FORD RANGER
SUPERCAB XLT

$~~51®®®

~~~ 51®®®

$~~ 51®®®

VIN. #WPA08424

Vin. # VM042371

SABLE

TAURUS

~~~51®®®

$~~' ?) ®®®

Vin. # WG644352

VIN. #WG185587

96 LINCOLN
MUSTANG

~~~
®
•
?) ®®'

TOWNCAR

99MERCURY
MOUNTAINEER

MUSTANG CONV.

i~(6.51®®® $~1?)®®® $~~51®®®
'

VIN.·#VZB22873
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'

?) ®®®

Vin. # XW1 04354

97FORD
EXPEDmON XLT

99 LINCOLN
TOWNCAR

98 LINCOLN
NAVIGATOR

98 LINCOLN
NAVIGATOR 4X4

i~~51®®®

$;~~ 51 ®®®
' .

i~~51®®®

i~~
,
?) ®®®

• ..>

Vin #VLB00131
VIN. #XY630929

VIN. #WLG52669

Vin. #XWLJ48544
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Remembering the Legacy of

Dr~ Martin Luther King, Jr~
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ASSASINATION

In 1964 at the age of 35, Martin Luther King,
Jr. became the youngest person to receive
the Nobel Peace Prize for his non-violent
protests that changed America.

& DEATH

April 4, 1998, Dr. King was shot at the
Lorraine Motel in Memphis, Tennessee.
Recently his death was ruled a
conspiracy in a court of law.

MOHANDAS GANDI AND NON-VIOLENT
PROTESTS

In the 1930's he developed the model for
nonviolence when he fought for India's
freedom from British rule.

In 1965 President Lyndon B. Johnson
signed the Voting Rights Act that
removed barriers for Blacks to vote in "
the South.

While in jail, King wrote a letter to the
White clergy about their silence and
tacit approval of legal segregation and
violence. He wrote the message on
toilet paper.

The Federal government had to intervene
in · Little Rock Arkansas when Governor
Fabus stood in the door. Federal troops
escorted the Little Rock Nine into the high
school.

I HAVE A DREAM SPEECH &
MARCH ON WASHINGTON

On August 28, 1963 King, a
coalition of leaders, and a
quarter of a million people

,
One of his closest most well known friends was "' ....
Ralph Abernathy. His wife Coretta and four •~tJ
children all gave unwavering support.
31

joined him and passed Civil

Rights legislation in 1965.
Until the Million Man March it •·,
was the nation's largest ,;
demonstration.

The Ku Klux Klan terrorized the Blacks
especially in' the south. Law enforcement,
judges, everyone with power were
,. members. Lynching was the scare tactic .
used to keep Blacks in line.
In 1960 in Greensboro, North Carolina,
and a group of students from A & T
College sat-in at Woolworth's lunch
counter. African Americans were not
allowed to eat at restaurants or sleep in
hotels, they even had separate water
fountains.

For 400 years Blacks were bought and said
as chattle. People were stolen from their
. native land of Africa and shipped all over
the world. They provided all the labor, and
built this• nation. They never got paid for
the free service. They had no rights and
were considered property.

MARCH OF CIVIL RIGHTS

King didn't give up, he marched through
the south . His marches were always nonviolent but they angered the establishment.

ROSA PARKS AND THE MONTGOMERY Bus
BOYCOTT

Blacks were not allowed to sit in the front of
the bus and as the bus filled up, they were
made to stand up and give a White man or
woman their seat. Rosa Parks was tired and
she refused to give up her seat. The boycott
ran the bus company into bankruptcy. The
Supreme Court ruled the segregation
unconstitutional a year later.

VIOLENCE AGAINST PROTESTER

During the Civil Rights movement Blacks and
sympathetic whites were attached by dog.s
and fire hoses. Even children were jailed. The
most notorious was Bull Conner, his dogs and
' ·· hoses made America cry ' out against the
violence.
·
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MARTIN LUTHER KING'S MINISTRY
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King was the pastor of Dexter Avenue , ./
Church in Montgomery, Alabama located ill ''.'
in the shadow down the street from the H T
Capitol. His church, like other churches, ;:•
gave people hope it was the rallying point ""
for the movement.
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.rono ogy o
1929 January 15
King is born in Atlanta, Georgia, to
Rev. and Mrs. Martin Luther King,
Sr.
1948 February 25
King is ordained to the Baptist
ministry.
June
King graduates from Morehouse
College with a B.A. in sociology.
September
King enters Crozer Theological
Seminary and, after hearing sermons
on the life and teachings of
Mohandas Gandhi, begins to study
Gandhi and his philosophy.
1953June 18
King marries Coretta Scott in
Marion, Alabama.
1954May 17
The Supreme Court, in Brown v.
Board of Education, rules
segregation in public schools
unconstitutional.
Went
to
Oklahoma
City
Metropolitan Baptist Church to
preach and was turned down
because he was too young.
October 31
King is installed as pastor of Dexter
Avenue Church in Montgomery,
Alabama.
1955 June 5
King receives doctoral degree in
Systematic Theology from Boston
University.
Decemberl
In Montgomery, Rosa Parks refuses
to relinquish her bus seat to a White
man and is arrested. This incident
touches off a massive bus boycott,
led by King as president of the
Montgomery
Improvement
Association.
1956 February 21
After suffering other legal
harassments and personal threats,
King is indicted in the boycott on
charges of conspiracy against a
business without "j ust or legal
cause."
November 13
The Supreme Court upholds a lower
court
deci sion
declaring
unconstitutional Alabama's laws
requiring segregation on buses.
December21
Montgomery buses are integrated.
1957 February
The Southern Christian Leadership
Conference (SCLC) is founded King
is elected president, and shortly
thereafter Time Magazine puts him
on its cover.
September
Preside nt Dwig ht Eisenhower
federalizes the Arkansas National
Guard to escort nine Black students
to an all-White high school in Little
Rock. The first civil rights act since
R ec onstruction is passed by
Congress.
1958 June 23
King and other Black leaders meet
with President Eisenhower. .
September
King's book Stride Toward
Freedom: The Montgomery Story is
published.
1959 February
Dr. and Mrs. King spend a month in
India, as guests of Prime Minister
Ne hru ,
studyin g
Gandhi's
techniques of nonviolence.
1960 January 24
King becomes co-pastor, with his
father, of Ebenezer Baptist Church
in Atlanta, Georgia.
1962 September 20·
James Meredith, a Black, makes an
· attempt to enroll at the University of
Mis sissippi . He i s ultimately

Birmingham Jail" while imprisoned
for demonstrating against the
segregation of eating facilities in
that city.
August28
King delivers the "I Have a Dream"
speech at the Lincoln Memb rial
during the March on Washington,
the first large integrated protest
march.
1964 June 2
King attends the signing of the
Public Accommodations Bill, part of
the Civil Rights Act of 1964, by
President Johnson in 'the White
House.
December 10
King receives the Nobel Peace Prize
in Oslo, Norway.

1967 July 26
Following sustained riots in Newark
and Detroit, King and other Black
lea·ders plead for an end to the
violence, calling it "ineffective and
damaging to the civil rights cause
find the entire nation."
November27
King announces the formation by
the SCLC of a Poor People's
Campaign, which will aim to help
both poor Blacks and Whites.
1968 March 28
King leads thousands of protestors
in a march through downtown
Memphis in support of striking
sanitation workers.
April 3
King delivers his "I've Been to the

"Oppressed people cannot remain oppressed
forever. The yearning for freedom eventually
manifests itself."
Martin Luther King, Jr.

enrolled by Supreme Court order,
and is escbrted onto the campus by
U.S. marshals.
October 16

King meets with President Kennedy
ip a one-hour White House
conference.
•
1963 April 16

King writes the " Letter from

1965 March 21
Thousands of protestors, protected
by federal troops , begin a march
from Selma to Montgomery,
Alabama. Upon arriving at the state
capitol they hear a speech by King.
August6
.
The 1965 Voting Rights Act is
signed by President Johnson.
1966July 10
King launche s a drive to make
Chicago an "open city" in regard to
housing. Shortly thereafter, he is
stoned while leading a march
through crowds of angry Whites.

Mountain Top" speech at the
Memphis Masonic Temple.
April 4
While speaking from the balcony of
his hotel room, King is assassinated
by a sniper. James Earl Ray is later
captured and convicted of the
murder.
1986 January 18
Following the passage of Public
Law 98-144 by Congress, President
Ronald Reagan declares the first
observance of King's birthday, to be
celebrated the third Monday of each
Janµary.
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As we celebratl
the birthday
of a great
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that his dream

Martin Luther King, Jr. and Coretta
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of freedom
encompassed
all people,
and dedicate
· ourselves to
that same ideal.
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By Martin Luther King, Jr.

J Have A Dream

Delivered on the steps at the
Lincoln
Memorial
in
Washington D.C. on August
28, 1963

Five score years ago, a great
American, in whose symbolic
shadow we stand signed the
Emancipation Proclamation.
This momentous decree
came as a great beacon light
of hope to millions of Negro
slaves who had been seared in
the flames of withering
injustice. It came as a joyous
daybreak to end the long
night of captivity.
But one hundred years later,
we must face the tragic fact
that the Negro is still not free.
One hundred years later, the
life of the Negro is still sadly
crippled by the manacles of
segregation and the chains of
discrimination. One hundred
years later, the Negro lives on
a lonely island of poverty in
theI midst of a vast ocean of
material prosperity. One
hundred years later, the Negro
is still languishing in the
corners of American society
and finds himself an exile in
his own land. So we have
come here today to dramatize
an appalling condition.
In a sense we have come to
our nation's capital to cash a
check. When the architects of
our republic wrote the
magnificent words of the
Constitution
and
the
declaration of Independence,
ihey
were signing a
promissory note to which
every American was to fall
heir. This note was a promise
that all men would be
g uaranteed the inalienable
rights of life, liberty, and the
pursuit of happiness,
It is obvious today that
America has defaulted on this
promissory note insofar as 'her
citizens of color are
fOncerned.
Instead of honoring this
1 sacred obligation , America
has given the Negro people a
bad check which has come
back marked "insufficient
funds." But we refuse to
be lieve that the bank of
justice is bankrupt. We refuse
to believ e that there are
insufficient funds in the great
•
• vaults of opportunity of this
nation . So we have come to
:- cash this check -- a check that
' Nill give us upon demand the
·iches of freedom and the
;ecurity of justice. We have
ll so come to thi s• hallowed
;pot to remind America of the
.-i erce urgency of now. This is
10 time to engage in the
uxury of cooling off or to
/ake the triinquilizing drug of
radualism. Now is the time
o rise from the dark and
desolate valley of segr~gation
, to the sunlit path of racial
! · justice. Now is the time to
open the doors of opportunity
to all of God's children. Now
is the time to lift our nation
from the quicksands of racial
injustice to the solid rock of
brotherhood.

It would be fatal for the
nation to overlook th e
urgency of the moment and to
, underestimate
the
,!1 determination of the N egro.
;,; This s we lteri ng summer of
the N egro's leg itimate
,.~.., discontent will not pass until
.., there is an invigorating
-autumn of freedom and
quality. Nineteen sixty-three
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children will one day live in a thee. sweet land of liberty, of
nation where they will not be thee I sing. Land where my
judged by the color of their fathers died, land of the
skin bu t by the content of p ilgrim's pride, from e very
their character.
mountainside , let freedom
ring."
I have a dream today.
And if America is to be a
I have a dream that one day great nation this must .become
the state of Alabama, whose true. So let fr~edom ring from
governor's lips are presently the prodigious hilltops · of
dripping with the words of New Hampshire. Let freedom
interposition and nullification, ring from the mighty
will be transformed into a mountains of New York. Let
situation where little black freedom ring from the
boys and black girls will be heigh ten ing Alleghenies of
able to join hands with little Pennsylv.ania !
white boys and white girls
and walk together as sisters
Let freedom r ing from the
and brothers.
snowcapped Rockies of
Colorado!
I have a dream today.
Let freedom ring from the
I have a dream that one day curvaceous
peaks
of
every valley shall be exalted, California!
every hill and mountain shall
be made low, the rough places
But not only that; let
will be made plain, and the freedom ring from Stone
crooked places will be made Mountain of Georgia!
straight, and the glory of the
Lord shall be revealed, and all
Let freedom r ing· from
Lookout
Mountain
of
·-•~ flesh shall see it together.
Tennessee!
This is our hope. This is the
Let freedom ring from every
faith with which I return to
the Sou.th. With this faith we h ill and every molehill of
will be able to hew out of the Mississ ippi. From every
mountain of despair a stone of mountainside , let freedom
hope. With this faith we will ring.
be able to transform the
jangling discords of our
When we let freedom ring,
nation into a beautiful when we lef it ring from
symphony of brotherhood. ev~ry v illage and every
With
this faith we will be able hamlet, from every state and
a~d the .hotels of thtcities. together at
to work together, to pray every city, we \Vill be able to
We cannot be satisfied as long brotherhood.
together, to struggle together, speed' up that day when all of
as the Negro's basic mobility·
I have a dream that one day to go to jail together, to stand God's children, black men and
is from a smaller ghetto to a
larger one. We can never be even the state of Mississippi, up for freedom together, white men , Jews and
satisfied as long as a Negro in a de~ert state, sweltering with knowing that we will be free Gentiles, Protestan ts and
Catholics, will be able to join
Mississippi cannot vote and a the heat of injustice and one day.
hands and sing in the words
Negro in New York believes oppression ,
will
be
This
will
be
the
day
when
of
the old Negro spiritual,
he has nothing for which to transformed into an oasis of
all
of
God's
children
will
be
"Free at last ! free at last!
vote . No, no, we a re not freedom and justice.
able
to
sin
g
with
a
new
thank
God Almighty, we are
satisfied, and we will not be
meaning,
"My
country,
'tis
of
free at last!"
satisfied until justice rolls
I have a dream that my four
down like waters and
righteousness like a mighty
stream.
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1s not an end, but a begmning.
Those who hope th at the
Negro needed to blow off
steam and will now be
content will have a rude
awakening if . the nation
returns to business as usual.
There will be neither rest nor
tranquility in America until
the Negro is granted his
citizenship rights. The
whirlwinds of revolt will
continue to shake the
foundations of our nation
until t~e bright day of justice
emerges.
But there is something that I
must say to my people who
stand on the warm threshold
which leads into the palace of
~justice. In the process of
gaining our rightful place we
mu s t not be gui lty of
wrongful deeds. Let us not
seek to satisfy our thirst for
freedom by drinking from the
cup of bitterness and hatred.
We must forev er conduct
our struggle on the high plane
of dignity and discipline. We
must not allow our creative
protest to degen~rate into
physical violence. Again and
again we must rise to th e
majestic heights of meeting
physical force with soul force.
The marvelous new militancy
which has engulfed t~e Negro
community must not lead us
to distrust of all white people,
for m a ny of our white
broth ers, as evidenced by
the ir prese nce here today,
have come to realize that their
destiny is tie d up with our,
destiny and their freedom is
inextricab ly bound to o ur
freedom. We cannot walk
a lone.
And as we walk, we must
make the pledge that we shall
march ahead. We cannot tum
back. There are those who are
asking the devotees of ci vii
rights, "When will you be
satisfied?" We can. never be
satisfie d as long . as our
bodies, heavy with the fatigue
of travel, cannot gain lodging
in the motels of the highways

I am not unmindful that
some. of you have come here ·
out of grea t trials and
tribulations. Some of you
have ·come fresh from narrow
cells. Some of you have come
from areas where your quest
for freedom left you battered
by the storms of persecution
and staggered by the winds of
police brutality. You have
been the veterans cf creative
suffering. Continue to work
with the faith that unearned
suffering is redemptive.
Go back to Mississippi, go
back to Alabama, go back to
Georg ia , . g o . back to
Loui s iana, g o bac k to the
slums • and g h e tto s of our
northern c ities, knowing that
somehow this situation can
and wi 11 be changed. Let us
not wallow in the valley of
despair.
I say to you today, m y
friends, that in spite of the
difficulties and frustrations of
th e moment, I still have a
dream. It is .a dream deeply
rooted in the Ameri can
dream.
I have a dream rhat one day
thi s nation will ri se up and
l_ive out the true meaning ol
its cree d : -" We hold these
truths to be self-evident: that
all men are created equal."
I have a dream that one day
on the red hills of Georgia the
sons of former slaves and the ·
sons of former slaveowners
will be abl e to s it down

•

The state's Air Resources Board
js adopting a new gas formula that
would include the fuel additive
ethanol. Unlike many fuel components, this hazardous additive will
have to be transported through our
communities by diesel truck.
How many trucks? Whose community will be the most affected? What
. will happen if one of these trucks has
an accident in our neighborhood?
The ARB hasn't answered these
questions. Nor has it addressed what
the impact on our air will be from
additional diesel exhaust, which
California has identified as a
chemical known to cause cancer.
The switch to ethanol will also
further reduce California's already
limited capacity to produce gasoline
that meets our stringent clean-air

standards. That may mean gas
shortages, skyrocketing prices and
long lines at the pump. And that's
on top of the additional costs we will
all have to pay for this new gasoline.

W£;, need to know more about the
environment:aj_ and economic impacts
before any decisions are made that
could undermine the quality of our
air, the safety of our communities
and the health of our children.

•
For More Information
Call (213) 388-1825
Proudly Sponsored by

Mothers In ·Action
Mentoring Voter Education,
Welfare To Work, and Job Training
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April 16, 1963
Birmingham, AL
My Dear Fellow Clergymen:
While confined here in the Birmingham City Jail, I
came across your recent statement calling our present
activities " unwise and untimely." Seldom if ever, do I
pause to answer criticism of my work and ideas. If I
sought to answer all the criticisms that cross my desk, my
secretaries would be engaged in little else in the course of
the day, and I would have no time for constructive work.
But since I feel that you are men of genuine goodwill and
your criticisms are sincerely set forth, I would like to
answer your statement in what I hope will be patient and
reasonable terms.
I think I should give the reason for my being in
Birmingham, since you have been influenced by the
argument of "outsiders coming in." I have the honor of
serving as president•of the Southern Christian Leadership
Conference, an organization operating in every Southern
state, with headquarters in Atlanta, Georgia. We have
some eighty-five affiliate organizations all across the
South -- one being the Alabama Christian Movement for
Human Rights. Whenever necessary and possible we
share staff, educational and financial resources with our
affiliates. Several months ago our local affiliate here in
Birmingham invited us to be on call to engage in a
nonviolent direct action program if such were deemed
necessary. We readily consented and when the hour citme
we lived up to our promises. So I am here, along with
several members of my staff, because I have basic
organizational ties here.
.Beyond this, I am in Birmingham because injustice is
here. Just as the eighth century prophets left their little
villages and carried their "thus saith the Lord" far beyond
the boundaries of their home towns ; and just as the
Apostle Paul left.his little village of Tarsus and carried
the gospel of Jesus Christ to practically every hamlet and
city of the Graeco-Roman world, I too am compelled to
carry the gospel of freedom beyond my p,articular home
town. I must constantly respond to the Macedonian call
for aid.
Moreover, I am cognizant of the inter-relatedness of
all yommunities and states, I cannot sit idly by in Atlanta
and not be concerned about what happens in
Birmingham. Injustice everywhere is a threat to justice
everywhere. We are caught in an inescapable network of
mutuality, tied in a single garment of destiny. Whatever
affects one directly affects all indirectly. Never again can
we afford to live with the narrow, provincial "outside
agitator" idea. Anyone who lives inside the United States
can never be considered an outsider anywhere in this
country.
You deplore the demon~trations that are presently
taking place in Birmingham. But I am sorry that your
statement did not express a simi lar concern for the
conditions that brought the demonstrations into being. I
am sure that each of you would want to go beyond the
superficial social analyst who looks merely at effects, and
does not grapple with underlying causes. I would not
hesitate to say that it is unfortunate that so-ca ll ed
demonstrations are taking place in Birmingham at this
time, but I would say in more emphatic terms that it is
even more unfortunate that the white power structure of
this city left the Negro community with no other
alternative.
In any nonviolent campaign there are four basic steps:
I) Collection of the facts to determine whether injustices
are alive. 2) Negotiation. 3) Self-purification and 4)
Direct action. We have gone through all of these steps in
Birmingham. There can be no gainsaying of the fact that
· racial i_njustice engulfs this community.
Birmingham is probably the most thoroughly
segregated city in the United States. Its u_g (y record of
police brutality is known in every section of this country.
Its unjust treatment of Negroes in the courts is a notorious
reality. There have been more un solved bombings of
Negro homes and churches in Birmingham than any city
in this nation. These are the hard, brutal and unbelievable
facts. On the basis of these conditions, Negro leaders
sought to negotiate with the city fathers . But the political
leaders consistently refused to e ngage in good faith
negotiation.
Then came the opportunity last September to talk with
some of the leaders of the economic community. In these
negotiating sessions certain promises were made by the
merchants--such as the promise to remove the humiliating
racial s ig ns from the stores. On the b asis of these
promises Rev. Shuttlesworth and the leaders of the
Alabama Christian Movement for Human Rights agreed
to call a moratorium on any type of demonstrations. As
the weeks and months unfolded we realized that we were
the victims of a broken promise. The signs re mained.
Like so many experiences of the past we were confronted
with blasted hopes, and the dark shadow of a deep
disappointment settled upon us. So we had no alternative
except that of preparing for direct action, whereby we
would present our very bodies as a means of laying our
case before the conscience of the local and national
·community. We were not unmindful of the difficulties
involved. So we decided to go through a process of selfpurification . We s tarted having workshops on
nonviol ence and repeatedly asked ourselves the
questions : "Are you able to accept blows without
retaliating?" "Are you able to endure the ordeals of jail?"
We decided to set our direct-action program around the
Easter season, realizing that with the exception of
Christmas, this was the largest shopping period of the
year. Knowing that a strong economic withdrawal
program would be the by-product of direct ·action, we felt
that this was the best time to bring pressure on the
merchants for the needed changes. Then it occurred to us
that the March election was ahead and so we speedily
decided to postpone action until after election day. When
we discovered that Mr. Connor was in the run-off, we
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decided again to postpone action so that the
demonstrations could not be used to cloud the issues. At
this time we agreed to begin our nonviolent witness the
day after the run-off.
·
This reveals that we did not move irresponsibly into
direct action. We too wanted to see Mr. Connor defeated;
so we went through postponement after postponement to
aid in this community need. After this we felt that direct
action could be delayed no longer.
You may well ask: "Why direct action? Why sit-ins,
marches, etc.? Isn't negotiation a better path?" You are
exactly right in your call for negotiation. Indeed, thi: is
the purpose of direct action. Nonviolent direct action
seeks to create such a crisis and establish such creative

We have waited for more than three h~mdred and forty
years for our constitutional and God-given righ ts. The
nations of Asia and Africa are moving with jet-like speed
toward the goal of political independence, and we still
creep at horse and buggy pace toward the gaining of a
cup of coffee at a lunch counter. I guess it is easy for
those who have never felt the stinging darts of
segregation to say, "Wait." But when you have seen
vicious mobs lynch your mothers and fathers at will and
drown your sisters and brothers at whim; when you have
seen hate filled policemen curse, kick, brutalize and even
kill your black brothers and sisters with impunity; when
you see the vast majority of your twenty million Negro
brothers smothering in an airtight cage of poverty in the
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MLK was arrested many times, jailed many times and in many places.

tension that a community that has constantly refused to midst of an affluent society; when you suddenly find your
negotiate is forced to copfront the issue. It seeks so to tongue twisted and your speech stammering as you seek
dramatize the issue that it can no longer be ignored. I just to explain to your six-year-old daughter why she can't go
referred to the creation of tension as a part of the work of to the public amusement park that has just been
the nonviolent resister. This may sound rather shocking. advertised on television, and see tears welling up in her
But I must confess that I am not afraid of the word eyes when she is told that Funtown is closed to colored
tension. I have earnestly worked and preached against children, and see the depressing clouds of inferiority
violent tension , but there is a type of constructive begin to form in her little mental sky, and see her begin to
nonviolent tension that is necessary for growth. Just as distort her little personality by unconsciously developing
Socrates felt that it was necessary to create a tension in a bitterness toward white people; when yo u have to
the mind so that individuals could rise from the bondage concoct an answer for a five-year-old son asking in
of myths and hal f- truths to the unfettered realm of agonizing pathos: "Daddy, why do white people treat
creative analysis and objective appraisal, we must see the colored people so mean?" ; when you take a cross-country
need of having nonviolent gadflies to create the kind of drive and find it necessary to sleep night after night in the
tension in society that will help men to rise from the dark uncomfortable comers of your automobile because no
depths of prejud.ice and racis~ to the majestic heights of motel will accept you; when you are humiliated day i'n
und<:rstanding and brotherhood. So the purpose of the and day out by nagging signs reading "white" and
direct action is to create a situation so crisis-packed that it "colored"; when your first name becomes "nigger," your
will inevitably open the door to negotiation . We, middle name becomes "boy" (however old you are) and
therefore, concur with you in your call for negotiation. your last name becomes "John," and your wife and
Too long has our beloved Southland been bogged down mother are never given the respected title "Mrs." ; when
in the tragic attempt to live in monologue rather than you are harried by day and haunted by night by the fact
dialogue.
that you are a Negro, living constantly at tip-toe stance
One of the basic points in your statement is that our never quite knowing what to expect next, and plagued
acts are un timely. Some have asked , "Why didn't you with inner fears and outer resentments; when yo u are
g ive the new administration time to act?" The only forever fighting a degenerating sense of "nobodiness";
answer that I can give to this inquiry is that the new then you will understand why we fjnd it difficult to wait.
Birmingham administration must be prodded about as There comes a time when the cup of endurance runs over.
much as the outgoing one before it acts. We will be sadly and men are no longer wiliing to be plunged into an abyss
mistaken if we feel that the election of Mr. Boutwe ll will of despair. I hope, sirs, you can understand our legitimate
· bring the mill e nnium to Birming ham . While Mr. and unavoidable impatience.
Boutwell is much more articulate and gentle than Mr.
You express a g reat deal of anxiety over our
Connor, they are both segregationists, dedicated to the willingness to break laws. Thjs is certainly a legitimate
task of maint,aining the status quo. The hope I see in Mr. concern. Since we so diligently urge people to obey the
Boutwell is that he will be reasonable enough to see the Supreme Court's decision of 1954 outlawing segregation
futility of massive resistance to desegregation. But he will in the public schools, it is rather strange and paradoxical
not see this without pressure from the devotees of civil to find us consc iously breaking laws. One may well ask:
rights. My friends, I must say to you that we have not "How can you advocate breaking some laws and oqeying
.made a sing le gain in c ivil rights without determined others?" The answer is found in the fact that there are two
legal and nonviolent pressure. History is the long and types of laws: 'rhere are just and there are unjust laws. I
tragic story of the fact that privileged groups seldom give would agree with Saint Augustine that "An unjust law is
up their privileges volunt_arily. Individuals may see the no law at all."
Now, what is the difference between the two? How
moral light and -voluntarily give up their unjust posture;
but as Reinhold Niebuhr has reminded us, groups are does one determine when a law is just or unjust? A just
law is a man-made code that squares with the moral law
more immoral ttian individuals.
We know through painful experience that freedom is or the law of God. An unjust law is a code that is out of
never voluntarily g iven by the oppressor; it must be harmony with the moral law. To put it in the terms of
demanded by the oppressed. Frankly, I have ne ver yet Saint Thomas Aquinas, an unjust law is a human law that
engaged in a direct action movement that was "we ll is not rooted in eternal and natural law. Any law that
timed," according to the timetable of those who have not uplifts human personality is just. Any law that degrades
suffered unduly from the disease of segregation. For human personality is unjust. All segregation statutes are
years now I ave heard the words [sic]"Wait!" It rings in unjust because segregation distorts the s6ul and damages
I
the ear of every Negro, with a piercing familiarity. This the personality. It gives the segregator a false sense of
"Wait" has almost always meant "Never." We must come superiority, and the segregated a false sense of inferiority.
to see with the distinguished jurist of yesterday that To use the words of Martin Buber, the Jewish
"justice too ong delayed is justice denied."
philosopher, segregation substitut . and "I-it'' relationship

for an "I-thou " relationship, and ends up relegating
persons to the status of tpings. So segregation is not only
politically, economically and sociologically unsound , but
it is morally wrong and sinful. Paul Tillich has said that
sin is separation. Isn't segregation an existential
expression of man's tragic separation, an expression of his
awful estrangement, his terrible sinfulness? So I can urge
men to disobey segregation ordinances bec~use they are
morally wrong.
Let us turn to a more concrete example of just and
unjust laws. An unj ust law is a code that a majority
inflicts on a minority that is not binding on itself. This is
difference made legal. On the other hand a just law is a
code that a majority compels a minority to follow that it
is willing to follow itself. This is sameness made legat
Let me give another explanation. An unjust law is a'
code inflicted upon a minority which that minority had no
part in enacting or creating because they did not have the
unhamp.ered right to vote. Wh o can say that the
legislature of Alabama which set up the segregation laws,
was democratically elected? Throughout the state of
Alabama all types of conniving methods ate used to
prevent Negroes from becoming registered voters and°
there are some counties without a single Negro registered
to vote despi te the fact that the Negro constitutes a
majority of the population. Can any law set up in such a
state be considered democratically structured?
These are just a few examples of unjust and just laws.
There are some instances when a law is just on its face
and unjust in its application. For. instance, I was arrested
Friday on a charge of parading without a permit. Now
there is nothing wrong with an ordinance which requires
a permit for a parade, but when the ordinance is used to
preserve segregation and to deny citizens Che FirstAmendment privilege of peaceful assembly and peaceful
protest, then it becomes unjust.
I hope you can see the distinction I am trying to point
out. In no sense do I advocate evading or defying the law
as the rabid segregationist would do. This would lead to
anarchy. One who breaks an unjust law must -do it
openly, lovingly, (not hatefull y as the white mothers did
in New Orleans when they were seen on televi sion
screaming "nigger, nigger, nigger") and with a
willingness to accept the penalty. I submit that an
individual who breaks a law that conscience tells him is
unjust, and willingly accepts the penalty by staying in jail
to arouse the conscience of the community over its
injustice, is in reality expressing the very highest respect
for law.
Of course, there is nothing new about this kind of
civil disobedience. lt was seen sublimely in the refusal of.
Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego to obey the laws of
Nebuchadnezzar because a highe r moral law was
involve d . It was practiced superbly by the early
Christians who were willing to face hungry lions and the
excruciating pain of chopping blocks, before submitting
to certain unjust laws of the Roman empire. To a degree
academic freedom is a reality today because Socrates
practiced civi l disobedience.
We can never forget that everything Hitl er did in
Germany was "legal" and every.thing the Hungarian
freedom fighters did in Hungary was "illegal. " It was
"illegal" to aid and comfort a Jew in Hitler's's Germany.
But I am sure that if I had lived in Germany during that
time I would have aided and comforted my Jewish
brothers even thou gh it was illegal. If I lived in a
Communist country today where certain principles dear
to the Christian faith are suppressed, I believe I would
openly advocate disobeying these anti-religious laws . I
must make two honest confessions to you, my Christian
and Jewish brothers. First, I must confess that -over the
last few years I have been gravely disappointed with the
white moderate. I have almost reached t~e regrettable
conclusion that the Negro's great stumbling block in the
stride toward freedom is not the White Cit~-ze n 's
E:'oun c iler or the Ku Klux Klanner, but the white
moderate who is more devoted to "order" than to justice:
who prefers a negative peace which is the absence of
tension to a positive peace which is the presence of
justice; who constantly says "I a&f<!e with you in the goal
you seek, but I can't agree with your methods of direct
action ;" who paternalistically feels he can set the
timetable for another man's freedom; who lives· by the
myth of time and who constantly advises the Negro to
wait until a "more co nvenie nt season." Shallow
understanding from people of good will is m ore
frustrating than absolute misunderstanding from people
of ill will. Lukewarm acceptapce is much more
bewildering than outright rejection.
I had hoped that the white moderate would understand
that law and order exist for the purpose of establishing
justice, and that when they fai l to do this they become
dangerously structured dams that block the flow of social
progress. I had hoped that the white moderate would
understand that the present tension in the South is merely
a necessary phase of the transition from an obnoxious
negative peace, where the Negro passively accepted his
unjust plight, to a substance-filled positive peace, where
all men will respect the dig nity and worth of human
personality. Actually, we who engage in nonviolent direct
action are not the creators of tension. We merely bring to
the surface the hidden tension that is already a live. We
bring it out in the open where it can be seen and dealt
with. Like a boil that can never be cured as long as it is
covered up but must be opened with all its pus-flowing
ugliness to the natural medicines of air and light, injustice
must likewise be exposed, with all of the tension its
exposing creates, to the light of human conscience and
the air of national opinion before it can be cured.
In your statement you asserted that our actions, even
though peaceful, must be condemned because they
precipitate violence. But can this assenion be logically
made? Isn't this like condemning the robbed man because
his possession of money precipitated the evi l act of
robbery? Isn't this like condemning Socrates because his
Continued on Page B-3
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MLK during press conference with Ralph Abernathy, Birminghm, Alabama, May 16, 1963

This movement is nourished by the
contempo rary frus tratio n over the
unswerving commitment to truth and
continued existen ce of raci a l
his
philosophical
<;lelvings
discrimi nati on . It is made up of
precipitated the misguided popular
people who have los t . faith in
mind to make him drink the
America, who have absolutely
hemlock? Isn't this like condemning
repudiated Christianity, and who
Jes us becau se Hi s uni que Godhave concluded that the white man is
Co nsciousness and never-ceasing
an incurable "dev il." I have tried to
devotion to His will precipitated the
stand between these two forces
e~il act of crucifixion? We m ust
saying that we need not follow the
come to see, as the federal courts
"do-nothingism" of the complacent
have consistently affirmed. that it is
or ,the hatred and _despair of the black
immoral to urge an individual to
nationalist. There is the more
withdraw his efforts to gain his basic
excellent way of love and nonviolent
constitutional rights because the
protest. I'm grate ful to God that ,
quest precipitates violence. Society
through the Negro c hurch , the
must protect the robbed and punish
dimension of nonviole nce entered
the robber.
our .struggle . If this philosophy had
I had also hoped that the white
not emerged. I am convinced that by
moderate would reject the myth of
now many streets of the South would
time. I received a letter this morning
be flowing with floods of blood. And
froip a white brother in Texas which I am further convinced that if o ur
said : "All ·Christians know that the
white brothers dismiss as "rabble
colored people will receive equal
rouses" and "outside agitators" those
rights· eventually, but it is possible
of us who are working through the
, that you arc in too great of a
channels of nonviolent direct action
religious hurry. It has taken
and refuse to support our nonviolent
Christianity almost 2000 years to
efforts, millions of Negroes, out of
accomplish what it has . The
frustration and despair, will seek
teachings of Christ take time to come
so lace and security in bl ac kto earth." All that is said here grows
nationalist ideologies, a development
out of a -tragic misconception of time.
tha t will lead inevitably to a
It is the the s tran gely irrational
frightening racial nightmare.
notion. that there is something in the
Oppressed people cannot remain
very flow of time that will inevitably
oppressed forever. The urge for
cure all ills. Actually time is neutral.
freedom will evel)tually come. This
It can be used either destructively or
is what happened to the American
constructively. I am coming to fee l
Negro . Somethin g within has
that the people of ill-will have used
reminded him of his birthright of
time much more effectively than the
freedom; something without has
people of good will. We will have to
reminded him that he can gain it .
repent in this generation not merely
Consciously and unconsciously, he
,for the vitriolic words and actions of
has been swept in by what the
·the bad people, but for the appalling
Germans call the Zeitgeist, and with
silence of the good people. We must
his black brothers of Africa, and his
come to see that human progress
brown and yellow brothers of Asia,
never rolls in on wheels of
South America and the Caribbean, he
, jnevitability. It comes through the
is moving with a sense of cosmic.
tire less efforts and persistent work of
urgency toward the promised land of
men willi.ng to be co-workers with
racial justice. Recogn izing this vital
God, and witho ut thi s hard. wo rk
urge that has engulfed the Negro
time itself becomes an ally of the
comm unity, one should readily
forces of social stagnation. We must
understand public demo ns trations.
use time creatively, and forev e r
The Negro h as many pent up
realize that the time is always ripe to
resentments and latent frustrations.
do right. Now is the time to make
He has to get them o ut. So let him
real t_he promise of democracy, and
march sometime; let him have his
transfo!"Jll our pending national elegy
prayer pi lgrimages to the city hall ;
into creative psalm of ~iotherhood.
understand why he must have sit-ins
Now is the time to lift our national
and freedom rides. If his repressed
policy from the quicksand of racial
emotions do not come out in these
injustice to ~he solid rock of human
nonviolent ways, they will come out
~ignity.
in ominous expressions of violence.
You spo k e of our activity in
This is not a threat; it is a fact of
l3irmingham as extreme. At first I
history. So I have not sai d to my
was rather disappointed that fellow
peo ple "get rid of your discontent."
clergymen would see my nonviolent
But I h a ve tried · to say that this
efforts as those of the extremist. !"
normal and healthy discontent can be
start~ thinking about the fact that I
channelized through the creative
stand in the middle of two opposing
outle t of nonviolent direct action'.
forces in the Negro community. One
Now this approach is being
is a force of complacency made up of
dismissed as extremist. I must admit
Negroes who, as a result of long
that I was initially d isappqinted in
years ·of oppression, have bee n so
being so categorized. ,
completely drained of self- respect
But as I continued to think about
and a sense of "somebodiness" that
the matter l gradually gained a bit of
they have adjusted to segregation,
satisfaction from being considered an
and, of a few Negroes in -the middle
extremist. Was not Jesus an extremist
class who, because of a deg ree of
for love -- "Love your enemies, bless
academic and economic security, and
the m that curse you, pray for them
because a t points they profit by
that despitefully use you." Was not
segregation, h ave uncon s ciou s ly
Amos an extremist for justice -- "Let
J:>ecome insensitive to the problems
jus tice roll down like waters and
of the masses. The other force is one
righteousnes·s like a mighty stream."
pf bitte rn ess, a nd hatred comes
Was not Paul an extremist for the
p erilo usly c lose to advoc ating
gospel of Jesus Christ -- "I bear in
violen c e . It is expres sed in the
my body the marks of th e Lord
various black nationalist groups that
Jesus ." Was not Martin Luther an
~e springing up over the nation, the
extremist -- "Here I ·stand; I can do
iargest and best-known being Elijah
none other so help me God." Was not
Muhamml!_p's Muslim movement.
John Bunyan an extremist -- "I will
Continued from Page B-4
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s tay in jail to the end of my days
before I make a butchery of my
conscience. " Was not Abraham
Lincoln an extrem~st -- "This nation
cannot survive half slave and half
free." Was not Thomas Jefferson an
extremist -- "We hold these truths to
be se lf-evide nt , that all me n are
created equal." So the question is not
whether w e will be extremist but
what kind of extremist will we be.
Will we be extremists for hate or will
we be extremists for love? Will we
be extremists for the preservation of
injustice--or will we be extremists
for the cause of justice? 1!1 that
dramatic scene on Calvary's hill ,
three men were crucified. We must
not forget • that all three were
c rucified fo r the same crime--the
crime of ex tremism. Two were
extremists for immorality, and thusly
fell below the ir environment. The
other, Jesus Christ, was an extremist
for love, truth and goodness. and
thereby rose above his environment.
So, after all, maybe the South,' the
nation and the world are in dire need
of creative extremists.
I had hoped that the white
moderate would see this. Maybe I
was too optimistic. Maybe I expected
too much. I guess I should have
realized that few members of a race
that has oppressed another race can
understand or appreciate the deep
groans and passionate yearnings of
those that have been oppressed and
still fewer have the vision to see that
injustice mus t be rooted out by
strong , pe rsistent and determined
action. I am thankful, however, that
~o me of our white brothe rs ha ve
grasped the meaning of this social
revolution and committed themselves
to it. They are still all too small in
quantity, but they are big in quality.
Some like Ralph McGill, Lillian
Smith, Harry Golden and James
Dabb s have written about our
struggle in eloquent, prophetic and
understanding terms. Others have
marched with us down nameless
s treets of th e South . They have
languished in filthy roach- infested
jails, s ufferin g the abuse and
brutality of angry policemen who see
them as "dirty nigger lovers." They,
unlike so many of the ir moderate
brothers and s isters, have recognized
the urgency of the m o m e nt and
se n sed the need for powerful
"action" antidotes ro combat the
disease of segregation.
Let me rush on to mention my
other disappointment. I_have been so
greatly disappointed with the white
church and its leadership. Of course,
there are some notable exceptions. I
am not unmindful of the fac t that
each of you has take n so m e
signific ant stands on this issue. I
c;ommend you, Rev. Stallings , for
your Christian s tand on this past
Sunday, in welcoming Negroes to
your worship service on a n on segregate d basis. I commend the
Catholic leaders of thi s stat e for
_integratin g Spring Hill Coll ege
several years ago.
But d es pite these notable
exceptions I must honestly reiterate
that I have been disappointed with
the church. I do not say that as one of
those negative c ritics who can
always fi nd something wrong with
the c hurc h. I say it as a minister of
the gospel, who love; the c hurc h ;
who was nurtured in its bosom; who
has be~n sus tained by its spiritua l
blessings ·a nd who will re main true to
it ~s long as the cord of li fe s ha ll

were "a colony of heaven," and had
lengthen.
I had the strange feeling when I to obey God rather than man . They
was suddenly catapulted into the were s mall in number but big in
leaders hip of the bus protest in commitment. They were too GodMontgomery several years ago, that intoxicated to be "astronomically
we would have the support of the intimidated." They brought an end to
white church. I felt that the white such ancient evils as infanticide and
ministers, priests and rabbis of the gladiatorial contest.
Things are differe nt now. The
S o uth would be some of our
strongest allies. Instead, some have contemporary church is often a
been outright opponents, refusing to weak , ineffectu.al voice with an
understand the freedom movement uncertain sound. It is so often the
and misrepresenting its leaders; all arch supporter of the status quo. Far
too many others have been more from be,ing disturbed by the presence
cautious than courageous and have of the church, the power structure of
remained silent behind the the average community is consoled
anesthetizing security of the stained- by the church's silent ;md often vocal
glass windows.
sanction of things as they are.
But t he judgement of God is
In sp ite of my shattered dreams
of the past, I came to Birmingham upon the church as never before. If
·with the hope th<..t the white religious the church' of toda y does not
leadership of this community would recapture the sacrificial spirit of the
sec the justice of our cause, and with early church, it will lose its authentic
deep moral concern, serve as the ring, forfeit the loyalty of millions,
chann e l through which o ur jus t and be dismissed as an irre levant
grievances would get to the power social club with no meaning for the
structure. I had hoped that each of twentieth century. I am meeting
you would understand. But again I young people !! very day whose
have been disappointed. I have heard di sappointment with the church has
numerous religious leaders of the risen to outright disgust.
Maybe again, I have been too
South call upon their worshippers to
comply with a desegregation optimistic. Is organized religion too
decision because it is the law, but I inextricably bound to status-quo to
have longed to hear white ministers save o ur nation and the world?
say, "follow. this decree because Maybe I must tum my faith to the
integration is morally right and the inner spiritual church, the church
Negro is your brothe·r." In the midst within the church, as the true ecclesia
of blatant injustices inflicted upon and the hope of the world. But again
the Negro, I have watched white I am thankful to God that some noble
churches stand on the sideline and souls fr om the ranks of o rganized
merely mouth pious irrelevancies and religion have broken loose from the
sanctimonious trivialities. In the paralyzing chains of conformity and
midst of a mighty struggle to rid our joined us as active partners in the
nation of racial and economic struggle for freedom. They have left
injustice. I have heard so many their secure congregations and
ministers say, "those are social issues walked the streets of Albany,
with which the gos pel has no real Geo rgia., with us. They have gone
concern.". and I h ave w atc hed so through the hig hways of the South
many c hurches commit themselves on tortuo us rides for freedom. Yes,
to a com pl·ctely other-worldly they have gone to jail with us. Some
religion whi;h made a strange have been kicked out of their
distinction between body and soul , churches, and lost support of their
bishops and fellow ministers. But
the sacred and th'e secular.
So here we are moving toward they have gone with the faith that
the exit of the twentieth century with right defeated is stronger than evil
a religious community largely triumphant. These men have been the
adjusted to the status quo, standing leaven in the lump of the race. Their
as a tail - light b e hind other witness has been the spiritual salt
community agencies rather than a that has preserved the true meaning
h eadlight leading men to higher of the Gospel in these troubled times.
They have carved a tunnel of hope
levels of justice.
I have travelled the length and though the dark mountain of
breadth of Alabama, Mississippi and disappointment.
I hope the church as a whole will
all the other southern states. On
sweltering summer days and crisp meet the challenge of this decisive
autumn mornings I have looked at hour. But even if the church does not
her beautiful churches with their come to the aid of justice, I have no
lofty spires pointing heavenward . I despair about the future. I have no
have beheld tHe impressive outlay of fear about the outcome of our
h er massive religious education struggle in Birmingham, even if our
buildings . Q_ver and over again I motives are presently m isunderstood.
have found myself asking: "What We will reach the goal of freedom in
·kind of people worship here? Who is Birmingham and all over the nation,
their God? Where were their voices because the goal of America is
when the lips of Governor Barnett freedom. Abused and scorned though
dripped with words of interposition we may be, our destiny is tied up
and nullification? Where were they with the destiny of America. Before ·
when G overnor Wallace ~ave the the pilgrims landed at ~lymouth w~
clarion call for defiance and hatred? were here. B efore the p e n of
Where were their. voices of support Jefferson etched across the pages of
when tired, bruised and weary Negro history the m ajes ti c words of the
men and women decided to rise from
Declaration of Independe nce, we
the dark dungeons of complacency to were here . For more than two
the bright hills of creative protest?"
centuries our fore-parents labored in
Yes, these questions are still in this country without wages; they
my mind. In deep disappointment, I made cotton king; and they built the
have wept over the laxity of the homes of their masters in the midst
church. But be assured that my tears of brutal injus tice and s hameful
have been tears of love. There can be humiliation -- and yet o ur of a
no deep disappointment where there , bottomless vitality they continued to
is not deep love. Yes, .I love the ' thrive and deve lop. If the
church; I love her sacred walls. How inexpressi ble crue lties of slavery
could I do otherwise? I am in the could not stop us, the opposition we
rather unique position of being the now face will sure ly fail. We will
son, the grandson and the gr eat- win our freedom because the sacred
grandson of preachers. Yes, I see the heritage of our nation and the eternal
c hurch as the body of Christ. But, will of G od are e mbodied in our
oh! How we have blemished and echoing demands.
scarred that b ody through socia l
I must c lose n ow . But before
neglec t a nd fear of b e in g closing I am impelled to mention one
nonconformists.
·
other point in your statem e nt that
There was a time when the troubled me profoundly. You warmly
c hurch was very powerful. It was commended the Birmingham police
during that period when the early force for keeping "order" and
Christians rejoiced when they were "pr.eventing violence." I don't believe
deemed worthy to suffer for )Vhat you would h ave so warmly
they believed. In those days the commended the police force if you
church was not m e rely a had seen its angry vi o le nt dogs
thermometer that recorded the ideas literally biting six unarm e d ,
and principles of popular opinion; it nonviolent N egroes. I don't believe
was a thermostat that transformed the • you would so quickly commend the
mores of society. Whenever the early policemen if you would observe their
Christians entered a town the power u g ly a nd inhuman treatment of
structure go t di sturbe d a nd N egroes here in the city jail; if you
immediately sought to convict them would watch them push and c urse
fo r being "disturbers of the peace" old Negro women anq young Negro
and "outs ide agitators." But they girls; if you would see them slap and
went on with the conviction that they kick old Negro men and young boys; ·

·I

if you will observe them, as they did
o n two occasions, refuse to give us
food beca use we wanted to sing our
grace together. I'm sorry that I can't
join you in your praise for the police
department.
It is t rue that they hav e been
rather disciplined in their publi c
handling of the demonstrators. In this
sense they have been rather publicly
"nonviolent". But for what purpose?
To pre serve the evil system of
segregation . Over the last few years I
have con sistently preached th at
nonviolence demands that the means'
we use must be as pure as the ends
we seek. So I have tried to make it
clear that it is wrong to use immoral
means to attain moral ends. But now
I must affirm that it is just as wrong,
or even more so, to use moral means
to preserve immoral ends. Maybe
Mr. Connor and his policemen have
been rather publicly nonviolent, as
Chief Pritchett was in Alba ny,
Georgia, 'but they have use d the
moral means of nonviolen ce to
maintain the immoral end of flagrant
racial injustice. T. S. Eliot has said
that there is no greater treason than
to do the right deed for the wrong
reason.
I wish you had commended the
Negro sit-inners and demonstrators
of B irm ingham for their s ublime
courage, their willingness to s uffer
and their amazing discipline in the
mid s t of the mos t inhuman
provocation. One day the South will
recognize its real heroes. They will
be
the
James
Meredi th s,
courage~usly and with a m ajestic
sense of purpose, facing jeering and
hostile mobs and with the agonizing
loneliness that characterizes the li fe
of the pioneer. They will be o ld
oppressed , battered Negro women ,
symboli zed in a seventy-two year old
wpman of Montgomery, Alabam a,
' who rose UP with a sense of dignity
and with her people decided not to
ride the segregated buses, and
responded to one who inquired about
her tiredness with ungrammatical
profundity; "my feet is tired, but my
soul is rested ." They will be the
yo ung high sc hool and college
stu dents, young ministers of the
gospel and a host of their elders
courageously and nonviolently
sitting-in at lunch counters and
willingly going to jail for
conscience's sake. One day the South
will know that when these
disinherited children of God sat
down at lunch counters they were in
reality standing up for the best in the
American dream and the most sacred
values in our Judaeo- Chri s tian
heritage, and thus ly, carrying our
whole nation b ack to those great
wells of democracy which were dug
deep by the founding fathers in the
formulation of the Constitution and
the Declaration of Independence.
Never before have I written a
le tter this long, (or should I say a
book?). I'm afraid it is much t~ long
to take your precious time. I can
assure you that it would have been
much shorter if I had been writing
from a comfortable desk, but what
else is there to do when you are alone
for days in the dull monotony of a
narrow jail cell other than write long
letters , think strange thoughts , and
pray long prayers?
If I have said anything in this
letter that is an overstatement of the
truth and is indicative of an
unreasonable impatience, I beg you
· to forgive me. If I have said anything
in this letter that is an understatement
of the truth and is indicative of my
having a patience that makes me
pati e nt with anythin'g le ss _than
brotherhood, I b eg God to forg ive
m e.
I hope this letter finds you strong
in the faith. I a lso hope th at
ci rc um·stances will soon m a ke it
possible for me to meet each of you, .
not as an integrationist or a civil
ri g hts leader , but as a fellow
clergyman and a C hristian brother.
Let · us all hope that the dark clouds
of rac ial prejudice will soon pass
away a nd the deep fog of
mis understanding will be lifted from
our fear-drenc hed communities and
in some not too distant tomorrow the
radiant stars of love and brotherhood
will shine over our great nation with
all their scintillating beauty.
Yours for the cause of Peace and
Brotherhood,

Martin Luther King, Jr.
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Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
· Essay Contest
Judges refuse.to .give Martin Luthe·r King,
Jr. ,essay~awards.. fh~y i;aidsfhe students ·
did' not meet th~ criterla -as.·i'tdi~~for the
.. contest in The Black Voice NeWs. ·
We thank the four studen:ts and one adult
who
submitted
their
works
.
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· The judges warlt to encourage· the students
to try again next year but they felt the
essays didn't meft th't? standards and
criteria.
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"I have tried to be honest. To be honest iS to confront

the .truth. However unpleasant and inponvenient the
truth may be, I believe we must expose and face it if
we are to achieve a better quality of American life. " ·
· Martin Luther King, Jr.
.

.

· Everyone mqy view the entry essays at the .
· Black Voice office from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00
p.m. weekdays. Please call for
· appointm(!nt.
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